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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Smolen-Emr-Ilkovitch Architects in association with Almy Architects was selected
to provide professional Architectural/Engineering Services for the evaluation and
feasibility study of the aquatics facilities at the Rockville Swim and Fitness Center,
located at 355 Martins Lane, Rockville, Maryland.
SEI has an exceptionally unique and qualified team that has been working together
for approximately 35 years. Key members of this team were involved in the original
development and improvements to various components of this Rockville Swim &
Fitness Center, starting with the original design and construction, circa 1968. Our
team has extensive experience with aquatics design and specifically with complex
evaluation, analysis and development of remedial action. Our team includes:
Architectural:

Smolen-Emr-Ilkovitch Architects, Rockville, MD

Aquatics:

Almy Architects, Garrett Park, MD
AquaPros – Silver Spring, MD
Paddock Pools, Rockville, MD

MEP:

Mendoza, Ribas, Farinas & Associates,
Rockville, Maryland

Structural:

MCE (Meyer Consulting Engineers),
Rockville, Maryland

Civil:

Adtek Engineers Inc.
Fairfax, Virginia

Information provided in this report includes:
• Recordation and evaluation of existing conditions
• Recommendations for repairs;
• Concepts and recommendations for modifications and improvements;
• Prioritization of repairs, renovations and options for enhancements.
• Rough order of magnitude estimates for recommendations.
Mechanical, Electrical, and Structural consulting services are included to determine
the capacity requirements and adequacy of utilities; evaluate existing systems; and
offer recommendations for system improvements and/or replacements. Information
generated by this report was prepared with consideration from and in conjunction
with the 2008 energy conservation study conducted by Weigand Associates Inc.
which is included in Appendix D.
The ADA compliance comments for each pool throughout the report are in response
to the swimming pools sections of the newest ADA Code (2010). These comments
are not intended to be inclusive for the entire swim and fitness center complex.
A comprehensive, City-wide ADA Accessibility Audit is forthcoming.
The facility audit contains many recommendations for improvements throughout
the document. Those that are associated with swimming pools, equipment, and
accessories are reflected in the attached cost estimates sheets.
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Where concepts for facility enhancements are presented, a public process should
occur to garner user input on the options available. The facility improvements not
related to aquatics, such as improvements to the snack bar, will be developed
by the city at a later time. Finally, some deficiencies are noted for future
considerations, but may not be cost effective to repair at present.
The costs estimates given are in 2014 dollars, and for budget purposes. They
represent only the projected contractor’s fee to deliver and install their product or
improvement, based upon costs from other similar projects. They do not include
design, utility runs and hook-ups, additional related work by others, cost increases,
inflation, etc. When budgeting, the City should consider these other factors and
increase their budget estimates accordingly. Additionally, the prices indicated are
generated in 2014. A 3% inflation factor should be used for subsequent years.
The project team has made numerous site visits and has consulted with the
City staff to evaluate the facilities and components. This report will assist the
Department of Recreation and Parks in establishing a master plan for executing
it’s goals. This report also sets priorities for executing the various projects, takes
into consideration project phasing, evaluates funding requirements and provides
rough order of magnitude cost estimates for recommended work.
Where in the report additional, new, or replacement parts or equipment are
recommended, any reference to specific brands or companies are intended as
examples to set a certain standard and functionality. These references are not
intended as endorsements of specific products or limitations of alternate products
that may be similar in quality and operation.
This report identifies both the repairs and the enhancements in three categories
which are as follows:
Immediate: Within 1 year or prior to the next swim season.
Short Term: 1 to 3 years*.
Long Term: 3+ years or when desired*.
* When the term "Priority" is used in association with "Short Term" or "Long
Term" it refers those recommendations being of highest importance and should
be executed when the situation allows.
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INTRODUCTION: FIRM PROFILE
SMOLEN  EMR  ILKOVITCH
ARCHITECTS
OFFICE LOCATION
1355 Piccard Drive, Suite 200
Rockville, MD 20850
YEARS IN BUSINESS
52 Years
ALMY ARCHITECTS, P.C.
OFFICE LOCATION
11006 Kenilworth Avenue
Garrett Park, MD 20896
YEARS IN BUSINESS
17 Years
CITY OF ROCKVILLE EXPERIENCE
Rollins Ridge
Robert Frost Elementary School
Fallsmead Elementary School
Julius West Middle School
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The architectural aquatics team of Smolen Emr Ilkovitch Architects
(SEI) in association with Almy Architects has demonstrated its excellence
through a 37 year history of working together to produce successful aquatics and recreation projects. By offering this combination of Almy Architects’
40 years of aquatics facility experience with SEI”s 54 year history of success in the architectural industry, we have been able to offer our clients a
full range of unparalleled design services in the field of aquatics and recreation. These services range from facility evaluations, market analysis, and
project feasibility studies, to full aquatics design and engineering; product
and attraction features specification; construction document preparation;
project bidding assistance; and construction administration services.
g

g

Our ability to offer this exceptional expertise that comes from the exclusive pairing of our two firms is because of a unique working relationship
between Jim Emr and David Almy. This affiliation is a result of Mr. Emr’s
previous employment at Sullivan & Almy Architects, Inc. from 1977 to 1985
when Jim and Dave worked together on numerous projects, including
aquatics projects throughout Montgomery County. Now, both being presidents of their respective firms, their history of collaboration has spanned
over the past 36 years.

■ The firm of Sullivan & Almy Architects developed numerous aquatics
projects including the first indoor pool for the facility originally know as
Rockville Municipal Swim Center; the Lower Bethesda Pool including
newer renovations and additions of a competition lap pool; the Long
Branch Recreation and Aquatics Center; and several of Montgomery
County’s outdoor swim centers.

■ The collaboration of SEI Architects and Almy Architects began with the
improvements to the MLK Jr swim center, which included a new outdoor
50 meter competitions swimming and diving pool; leisure pool with a
lazy river, major slide attractions and play area lagoon; new bathhouse;
and expansion of the indoor teach pool and existing natatorium building.
Other relevant projects would include the enclosure of the existing
fitness pool at the Stone Ridge School of the Sacred Heart in Bethesda.
The Wells - Linson recreation center in PG County; evaluation, building
renovation and replacement of the outdoor pool; and the Edward T. Hall
Aquatics facility with a 50 meter indoor pool in Calvert County.

■ SEI Architects in association with Almy Architects has assembled a team
of experienced aquatics professionals who have all worked together
successfully on dozens of aquatics projects over the past two decades.
The strength of this team comes not only from the extensive aquatics
experience of each individual firm, but also from the long standing
working relationships between the team members.

■ The team outlined in this proposal has worked together in various
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capacities. A few samples of the aquatics projects successfully completed
by these team members include:
□ The MLK Jr swim center as referenced above
□ The renovation and HVAC replacement at the Montgomery Aquatics
Center
□ Bohrer Park Feasibility study and facility renovation;
□ Western County Outdoor Swim Facility and newer additions and
renovations
□ Evaluations and master plan for all 7 outdoor pool facilities for the
Montgomery Village Foundation, as well as replacement of the
Whetstone pool as the first phase
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City of Rockville Staff:
The following City of Rockville staff have contributed to the report:
Barbara B. Matthews, City Manager
Jennifer Kimball, Deputy City Manager
Timothy J. Chesnutt, Director of Recreation and Parks
Adam Goldstein, Swim and Fitness Center Superintendent
Martin Seitz, Aquatics Facility Manager
Deborah Bouwkamp, Aquatics Supervisor
Christine Henry, Recreation and Parks Administration Manager
Mauricio Daza, Parks and Facilities Development Specialist
Noel Gonzalez, Facilities Property Manager
Jason Beale, Facilities Engineer
Lewis Dronenburg, Facilities Property Manager (retired)
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INTRODUCTION: ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATIONS
•

ASHRAE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BTU
CAT
CFM
CMU
CPU
DX
ERU
HVAC
IAQ
MBH
MCSL
MEP
PVC
RFP
RTU
USA/FINA
UV
VGB

American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
British Thermal Unit
Chemical Automation Technology
Cubic Feet Per Minute
Concrete Masonry Unit
Central Processing Unit
Direct-Expansion
Equivalent Residential Unit
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Indoor Air Quality
Mega British Thermal Units
Montgomery County Swim League
Mechanical, Electrical And Plumbing
Polyvinyl Chloride
Request For Proposal
Roof Top Unit
International Swimming Association
Ultra Violet Light
Virginia Graeme Baker

CODES AND REGULATIONS REFERENCED IN THE REPORT:
•
•

ADA
COMAR

•
•
•
•
•
•

IBC
IPC
IMC
IFGC
IECC
IEBC

•
•

ADA
NFPA

•

COMCOR

INTRODUCTION

2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design
Code of Maryland
(Section 09.12.63 Water Slides Erected Permanently
or Temporarily in the State and Section 10.17.01
Public Swimming Pools and Spas)
2012 International Building Code
2012 International Plumbing Code (IPC)
2012 International Mechanical Code (IMC)
2012 International Fuel Gas Code (IFGC)
2012 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC)
2012 International Existing Building Code (IEBC)
City of Rockville Amendments
2010 American with Disabilities Act (2010 ADA Standards)
2011 National Electrical Code (NFPA 70)
2012 NFPA 1 Fire Code
2012 NFPA 101 Life Safety Code
2010 NFPA 13, 13R, 13D Fire Sprinkler Codes
2010 NFPA 72 Fire Alarm Code
City of Rockville Amendments
Montgomery County Executive Regulation
(Section 51.12 Regulations No. 21-12 AM. Manual on
Public Swimming Pool Operation and No. 22-12 Manual on
Public Swimming Pool Construction)
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SECTION I: FACILITY HISTORY
AND DEVELOPMENT
The swim center complex is located within the beautifully wooded 34-acre Welsh
Park, with other outdoor recreation features that include several ball fields,
basketball courts, and a skate park.
The original Rockville Municipal Swim Center, which opened in 1968, consisted
of a single indoor pool (now the south pool) with the entrance lobby, locker/
shower areas, administrative offices and a small exercise room in the basement.
Adjacent to the natatorium was a large outdoor pool complex. The original outdoor
pool facilities consisted of a large 50-meter, Z-shaped pool, a tot pool, a snack
bar building and plaza, a bathhouse, and its own parking. A tall spiral water flume
ride was added later.

ORIGINAL 50-METER OUTDOOR POOL CIRCA 1968

The Rockville Municipal Swim Center continued over the years to develop and
expand due to unusually high demand for programs. In 1983, the City added
a second indoor pool (north pool). At that time the locker/shower rooms were
improved and saunas were added to each. The north pool facility includes a
6-lane, 25-meter pool with a connecting shallow water zero-depth, entry pool,
well suited for teaching and play.

SOUTH POOL

NORTH POOL

SECTION 1: FACILITY HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
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In 1991 and 92, a second outdoor 50-meter fitness pool was added in an open
field within the complex, to satisfy the high demand for outdoor aquatic spaces
and experiences. Also included in this design was an adjacent auxiliary bathroom
building close-by, as well as 1- and 3-meter diving boards for both recreational fun
and competition. This pool offers 8 lanes of 50-meter training and competition, as
well as 18 lap lanes, (25 meters long) across the width. This pool is the annual
host for the Maryland State Swim Championships, the Montgomery County
All-Star Championships, and many other summer competitions.

CURRENT 50-METER FITNESS POOL

Once this pool was completed, the City replaced the original 50-meter outdoor
pool with a large, free-form recreation pool with family-friendly shallow water. The
tall water flume ride, added in 1989, was retained in this design. The tot pool was
replaced.
In 2003, the City added a “Sprayground” to the outdoor complex, offering
fountains, sprays and smaller slides for the enjoyment of young swimmers and
non-swimmers.

RECREATION POOL

10

SPRAYGROUND

SECTION 1: FACILITY HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

In 2009, the City added yet another improvement to the facility. A large indoor
fitness center with a wide variety of exercise equipment was added to the indoor
pool complex to appeal to all levels of fitness needs, and to take advantage

FITNESS CENTER

EXERCISE ROOM

of the existing support facilities. As with the pool programs, the fitness center
experiences a robust attendance by patrons of all ages. The Rockville Municipal
Swim Center was thus renamed: Rockville Swim and Fitness Center.
Most recently, the outdoor pool bathhouse was replaced in 2013 with a more
functional and modern building.

NEW OUTDOOR BATHHOUSE & ENTRANCE

Entrance to both indoor pools, the locker/shower rooms, and the fitness center
is through the lobby and registration desk area, directly from the parking lot that
serves the entire facility. This building also serves as the admission point to the
outdoor pool complex during the lighter use days of Spring and Fall.
The Rockville Swim and Fitness Center has seven (7) pools, each with its own
filter/disinfectant systems. It is one of the largest and most used pool complexes
in the metropolitan region.

SECTION 1: FACILITY HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
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SECTION II: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
This report examines the Rockville Swim and Fitness Center’s aquatics facilities,
components, and related equipment. The observations are noted and graphically
depicted by section. Each area has been further classified with the necessary
immediate (six months to a year), short-term (one - three years) and long-term (three
- ten years) repair or replacement, and addresses code compliance. It provides the
City with a comprehensive road map to develop a scope of work and prepare plans
for repairs, refurbishments, and improvements to each facility. An approximate budget
accompanies each recommendation to assist the City with budgeting and planning.
South Pool
The scope of the facility audit for the indoor south pool has been limited to the aquatic
components and water treatment systems. However during site visits, the team made
observations and recommendations relative to the architectural and HVAC conditions.
The pool, a fully tiled older structure, is in reasonable shape considering it’s age.
Major repairs are underway for this facility which should resolve the biggest issues
with both the pool building and the pool itself and allow it to be fully functional long
into the future.
North Pool
The adjacent interior north pool is housed in a structure with multiple areas of finish
deterioration. This coupled with an undersized HVAC system contributes to an overall
poor rating of the structure. The pool itself is a traditional plastered pool with a gutter
filtration system. It has some issues with the filtration system that are causing some
premature deterioration of the pool finishes.
Hydrotherapy Pool
Contained within the north pool structure is a hydrotherapy pool (spa). The spa is
in adequate condition, but could use some minor improvements to the filtration system.
Several options are provided in this section to improve and enhance this amenity
based on discussions and observations made on site.
Locker Rooms
The south and the north pool are accessed through locker room facilities located
between them. These locker rooms are undersized and no longer code compliant.
Concepts for expansion have been explored with the City. The men's and women's
locker rooms each contain their own sauna. Several options are provided to replace
the saunas in conjunction with a renovated locker room. Further exploration is
recommended to address this heavily used area of the facility.
Outdoor Recreation Pool
The outdoor recreation pool is a traditionally plastered pool in reasonable repair
with good quality tile sections. The filter systems are adequate and should last for
several years. There are minor repairs recommended to insure the pool can remain
operational. Concepts have also been included that suggest how this pool could be
modernized, enhanced or replaced in the future. Currently, there is also an older water
slide that empties into the recreation pool. This was evaluated and deemed suitable
for the time being. However movement is not recommended and plans should be
made to replace it in the long term future.

SECTION II: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Fitness Pool
The 50 meter fitness pool is a traditional 50 by 25 meter structure with a plaster coat
and stainless steel gutter and is the largest pool in the facility. Several minor and short
term repairs need to be addressed, but on the whole the pool should provide many
years of use. Several options are included as discussed with the City to provide for
covering the pool, facilitating year round use. If the fitness pool is enclosed, this
could have significant implications for a change in programming for the North pool
to become a leisure pool.
Outdoor Filter Room and Heater
Currently, the outdoor pools are heated with a circa 1968 pool heater. This piece
of equipment is well past it’s expected lifespan and should be replaced short term,
(see recommendations). It is located in the outdoor pools filter room, in between
the fitness pool and the Outdoor pool. Several concerns are noted regarding
the structural condition of this room as well.
Tot Pool
In a separate area adjacent the outdoor recreation pool is a smaller tiled tot pool.
This pool does not meet current code and should be replaced with an updated pool.
Minor issues were observed with the filtration for this pool. Concepts have been
provided to assist with planning upgrades, enhancements or replacements.
Sprayground
Immediately beside the North pool structure is a prefabricated sprayground.
It has been well maintained over the years, but will be reaching the end of its usable
life in the next five to eight years. It is not recommended to relocate but rather
maintain in place and replace, when the north pool is renovated. When replaced
it is recommended the sprayground be relocated closer to the tot pool.
Ancillary Buildings
In addition to the aquatics facilities, the outdoor seasonal bath house, fitness pool
restrooms and the snack bar ancillary buildings were observed and noted in the
report. With the exception of the outdoor seasonal bath house, which is new, the other
buildings require upgrades.
Summary
On the whole, the facility audit uncovered numerous deficiencies and some code
violations (many of which are due to updated codes), which should be addressed
in the short term. Aquatics facilities have demands placed upon them above and
beyond other recreation amenities and require a specialized approach in preventive
maintenance as well as repairs. Aquatics facilities also provide entertainment
and fitness and must be refreshed periodically to maintain customer interest. It is
understood that staff have already begun to address many deficiencies identified
through facility inspections. While some items contained within this report can be
addressed with current means and methods, significant investment is required to
move forward with more serious repairs, upgrades and enhancements. Looking ahead,
the current indoor pools go by rather generic directional nomenclature. While this is
simplistic, it can cause confusion at times as patrons are not clear on where they are
in relation to each other. With renovations on the horizon, it provides an opportunity
to rename the aquatics facilities.
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SECTION III: INDOOR AQUATICS
Chapter 1 – South Pool
Chapter 2 – North Pool
Chapter 3 – Hydrotherapy Pool (SPA)
Chapter 4 – Indoor Lobby, Locker Rooms & Saunas

NORTH POOL

SPA

SOUTH POOL

LOCKER ROOMS,
SAUNAS AND LOBBY

INDOOR
FILTER ROOM

SECTION III: INDOOR AQUATICS
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SECTION III: INDOOR AQUATICS

SECTION III – CHAPTER 1: SOUTH POOL

OUTDOOR AQUATICS ACCESS

ACCESS FROM LOCKER ROOMS

SOUTH POOL

EXISTING
SOUTH POOL
ENCLOSURE
OUTDOOR AQUATICS
ACCESS

INDOOR
FILTER ROOM
(BELOW)

SECTION III – CHAPTER 1: SOUTH POOL
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SECTION III – CHAPTER 1: SOUTH POOL

SECTION III – CHAPTER 1: SOUTH
POOL FACILITY
The south pool natatorium consists of a 25 yard x 42’ (6-lane) indoor pool with
depths of 3.5’-12’. It currently has one 1-meter competition grade board and stand
(removed from service in early 2013), as well as starting blocks at the deeper end.
The pool was constructed of poured concrete, with a skimmer filtration design. The
entire pool and surrounding decks are finished with 1-inch ceramic tile. The decks
have spot drains. A concrete bleacher for approximately 115 spectators overlooks
the length of the pool on one side. A glass-enclosed space flanks the bleacher
for the staff offices and limited storage areas. The lobby, locker/shower rooms,
north pool, hydrotherapy pool, outdoor sun deck, and outdoor pool complex can
be accessed from the south pool. The original indoor pool (south pool) was built
in 1968.
It is recommended that any modifications to the south pool should be completed
simultaneously with the structural remedial work currently in process. Inclusion of
all south pool tasks within one project will minimize downtime of the facility and
customer inconvenience and eliminate duplication of work, minimizing cost.

CONCRETE BLEACHER

SOUTH POOL

SECTION III – CHAPTER 1: SOUTH POOL
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SOUTH POOL FACILITY
The scope of the facility audit for the indoor south pool has been limited to the
aquatic components and water treatment systems. However during site visits,
the team made observations and recommendations relative to the architectural
and HVAC conditions.
There are general maintenance issues related to the facility which City staff are
aware of, and will be addressing outside of this study. Some of these include
broken and stained acoustical tiles throughout, inoperable paddle fans used to
help improve the air quality in the pool, damaged hot water registers around the
deck, missing louvers on some column walls, and stained tiles. Improving the
over-pool lighting, and some cosmetic improvements will modernize the overall
appearance of the natatorium. Many of these issues could be addressed when
the south pool is closed for the deck replacement.

SOUTH POOL STARTING BLOCKS

STAINED/CHIPPED ACOUSTICAL TILES

OVER-POOL LIGHTING

FAN TO IMPROVE AIR QUALITY!

LOUVERS IN DISREPAIR
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South Pool Facility: CURRENT FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
OBSERVATIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS
•

The City is currently engaged in the design for the improvements
of the south pool.

•

The decks surrounding the pool will be replaced in the near future
under a separate contract, requiring a lengthy shutdown of the pool.
This will give the City the opportunity to address these and other
issues in a timely manner.

•

Replacing the decks also allows for the opportunity to improve the
pool deck drainage conditions, the backstroke anchor locations, and
more importantly the air quality concerns. This project should include
adding the “Evacuator” pool gutter system as the decks are replaced.

•

As the City plans for future improvements to the south pool, it is
recommended that they consider a separate dehumidification system
that is more energy-efficient and appropriate for an indoor pool
environment. See Appendix A for more detailed information.

•

The pool deck tile is delaminating in places and shows extensive
repair efforts, which contribute to the aging appearance. The surface
of the new pool deck should be 1-inch, non-glazed ceramic tile in a
light color for best traction and cleaning.

•

During renovations while the pool is empty, replace the overhead pool
lights with fixtures designed for use in an indoor pool environment.

•

Repaint the ceiling as necessary. See Appendix A.

•

Improve the interior natatorium aesthetics to provide a fresh modern
appearance for patrons.

•

The permanent concrete spectator seating is not ADA accessible.

SAMPLE GUTTER

SECTION III – CHAPTER 1: SOUTH POOL
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Recommendations (Not currently included in renovation)

•

Repair / insulate roof drain pipes & openings that are exposed to stop
condensation issues that are causing staining.

•

Fill in wooden wall louvers with permanent structure.

•

Replace light
environment.

•

Remove any abandoned thermostat controls, electric outlets, water
connects, etc...

•

Remove all panels/equipment/conduit/etc... mounted on south pool
walls and relocate to non-pool wall.

•

Remove in-wall water fountains and replace with type recommended
for aquatics environment.

fixtures

with

type

recommended

for

aquatic

SOUTH POOL AQUATICS COMPONENTS
•

•

•

The pool walls appear to be in reasonably good condition considering
their age. Walls appear to be plumb and straight, although they show
considerable efflorescence indicating that pool water has been migrating
through the structural concrete.
The existing diving well geometry does not meet current USA/FINA
standards and Montgomery County Health Dept. codes, nor does the
ceiling height over the 1-meter board or the deck clearance behind it.
The location of the backstroke flag anchors does not meet USA/FINA
standards.

ONE-METER DIVE STAND
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TILE REPAIR IN DIVING WELL.

SECTION III – CHAPTER 1: SOUTH POOL

•

•
•
•

The submerged pool tile has been repaired numerous times. There is
need for re-grouting. The sandy condition of the tile bed has made repairs
difficult.
The staff has repeatedly repaired leaks from skimmers, underwater lights,
and return fittings.
Perimeter pool and deck drain piping and supports are failing.
The underwater lights have been abandoned, and with proper foot-candles
from appropriate light fixtures overhead, they are not needed and should
be removed.

SKIMMER &
UNDERWATER LIGHT

TILE REPAIRS

ABANDONED UNDERWATER LIGHT

ABANDONED SOLAR HEATING TANK

Inclusion of all south pool tasks within one project is recommended
to minimize downtime of the facility, duplication of work and customer
inconvenience.

TILE REPAIRS

SECTION III – CHAPTER 1: SOUTH POOL

BACKSTROKE FLAG PLACEMENT
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IMMEDIATE Recommendations –
South Pool Aquatics Components:
•

Remove the diving boards and stands. Consider replacing them
with a one-half meter board for teaching purposes, and/or a deepwater drop slide.*

•

Provide depth markers and deck signage as per codes, Montgomery
County Executive Regulation and COMAR.*

•

Replace lane line eyebolts in pool walls with cup anchors.*

•

Remove all abandoned underwater lights, patch and re-tile to match.*

•

Replace the corroded bonding wire clamp to the pool structure.*

•

Install proper backstroke anchors in deck.*

•

Install new, removable, starting blocks and anchors at the deep end
for teaching and training purposes.*

•

With the new stainless steel “Evacuator” gutter (with an integrated
return line), the old, leaking, sidewall return lines can be abandoned,
patched, and tiled to match.*

•

Remove the unused solar heating tank from the filter room.*

* Components are included in the current south pool project design.

SO. POOL FILTER SYSTEM

SO. POOL PUMPS/FACE PIPING

CHEMICAL CONTROLLER, FEEDERS
& FLEX TUBING

CORRODED PIPE SUPPORTS
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SOUTH POOL WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS
(Filters, Disinfectant and Heating)
These systems are located in the basement of the natatorium across from the
mechanical room. Since the pool is poured in-place and the decks and bleacher
area overhead are structural, there is access around the entire pool from this
room. Thus the return line piping, the deck drains, and the abandoned underwater
lights are accessible from here.
• The existing pressure-sand Mermaide® horizontal filters are good quality
and have a history of long life.
• There are two pumps for this system that should be used alternately and
that are redundant in case of a breakdown. They appear to be properly
sized for the design.
• The Mermaide® strainer basket protecting the pump is in reasonable
condition.
• The chemical treatment system includes the use of liquid chlorine to
disinfect, as well as a UV unit to augment. This is very appropriate for a
public municipal facility. The UV cabinet located on the pool wall shows
signs of corrosion from the caustic atmosphere in the filter room, and is
subject to water leaks from above. Further exploration is required.
• The chemical controller and feeders appear in good condition.
• The CO2 feeder has been disabled.
• The hot water piping from the boiler to the pool show signs of age and
repair and need to be replaced.

IMMEDIATE Recommendations –
South Pool Water Treatment Systems:
•

Replace pipe supports.

•

Check UV unit for operation – Relocate panel if necessary to avoid
corrosion and water penetration.

•

Label all vats and containers. Remove empty acid carboys – Tightly
seal all other chemical containers to improve atmosphere for equipment
and staff.

•

Hard wire electrical lines currently using extension cords.

•

Replace the main drain butterfly valve.

•

Inspect the main drain line and return lines thoroughly during the deck
renovation, and make any necessary improvements to avoid future
down time.

•

Replace main drains and piping.

SECTION III – CHAPTER 1: SOUTH POOL
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SHORT TERM Recommendations –
South Pool Water Treatment Systems:
•

Relocate flow meter.

•

Provide backwash chart, tags, and color code the pool piping as per
Montgomery County Health Department Manual on Swimming Pool
Construction.

•

Provide a de-chlorination system and procedures for water discharge
to storm system as per Maryland Department of the Environment code
(MDE).

•

Provide quality check valves for all pumps.

•

Secure all pumps to bases.

•

Replace all gauges with 6-inch (and snubber valves).

•

Replace all chemical feeder shelves with non-corrosive materials,
(suggest Duradek) and brackets.

•

Consider re-instituting the CO2 system to reduce acid use.

•

Encase all chemical tubing in schedule 80 conduit.

•

Improve the filter room environment conditions to an acceptable level
by painting the walls white, removing old and unused equipment,
improving the lighting and replacing corroded and rusted materials.

•

The current portable ADA lift must be permanently anchored at
poolside when the pool is open for use.

FILTER ROOM UNDERNEATH POOL DECK

28

POOL CIRCULATING PUMPS
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SUMP FOR POOL DISCHARGE WATER

ELECTRICAL COMPONENT CORROSION

FEEDERS, TUBING, & ACID CARBOYS

MORE CORROSION

ADA Compliance:
•

•

The current portable ADA lift must be
permanently anchored at poolside
when the pool is open for use. A
second means of access is not
required since the pool perimeter
does not exceed 300 feet.
VGB main drain covers appear to
be compliant.

PORTABLE HANDICAP LIFT
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SOUTH POOL ENHANCEMENTS (FACILITY QUALITY )
After the pending renovations to the south pool decks and pool gutters are
completed, adding new enhancements would be limited. The south pool is
designed for, and predominantly used for lap swimming, competitive swimming,
and water exercise. Opportunities for other recreational activities are provided at
the Swim and Fitness Center in alternative locations, both indoor and outdoor.
No major enhancements are suggested for the south pool, as they would take
away from the Lap Swim uses, which the south pool provides. With the diving
boards removed, incremental features can be added which bring a new level of
activity to the south pool without substantive changes to the structure.

LONG TERM Recommendations –
South Pool Enhancements:
Deep end considerations include:
•

A climbing wall

•

Drop slide(s) with swim clearance below,

•

A removable ½-meter instructional diving board, or a combination.

WATER FITNESS CLASS

DROP SLIDE
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CLIMBING WALL
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HVAC ACCESS

OUTDOOR AQUATICS
ACCESS

NORTH POOL

OUTDOOR AQUATICS
ACCESS

EXISTING
NORTH POOL
ENCLOSURE

ACCESS FROM LOCKER ROOMS

INDOOR
FILTER ROOM
(BELOW SOUTH POOL)
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SECTION III – CHAPTER 2: NORTH POOL
The north pool wing is situated to take advantage of the existing exits from the
locker/shower facilities, overlooks the outdoor recreation pool complex, and
also connects to the south pool. The addition of this second 6-lane pool plus
the shallow water teach area greatly expanded the aquatic program offerings.

6-LANE POOL AND SHALLOW WATER TEACH AREA

NORTH POOL ENVELOPE
The pool enclosure, like the south pool, utilizes pre-stressed concrete T’s for its
roof and ceiling. The walls are a combination of masonry construction and large
angled glass panels approximately 8 feet from the deck, with several sets of
glass double doors to the outside. The walls and decks are ceramic tile.
• There is considerable condensation on all glass and wall surfaces due
mostly to the deficient HVAC system. Furthermore, there is significant
air movement through the exterior doors and frames. The glass is not
double glazed thermal glass and should be upgraded to maintain energy
efficiency.
• In summer of 2014, a HVAC unit was installed for the north pool to be an
in-kind replacement of the natatorium’s original unit. At first, a unit was
specified by City staff to have full capabilities (including dehumidification)
for an indoor pool environment. Through the design phase it was learned
that weight of a unit having this capability could not be supported on
the roof of the north pool structure. Due to time and budget constraints
associated with the project’s grant, a decision was made to replace the
unit with an in-kind model so it could be located in place on the roof. For
future HVAC upgrades to serve the north pool it is recommended to add
dehumidification and cooling capabilities to the existing roof top unit to
assist with the condensation build up and improve the air exchange in the
space. As the existing unit reaches the end of its service life a single unit
capable of heating, cooling and dehumidification should be installed.
SECTION III – CHAPTER 2: NORTH POOL
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•
•
•

Lighting fixtures over the pool are deteriorating.
Deck and wall tiles are mismatched, missing or broken.
The HVAC equipment should have the ability to re-circulate pool air with
minimal outside air during the many hours when the outside humidity
is such that requires the operation of compressors, while having the
capability of utilizing 100% outside air when the outside air is suitable for
humidity control. Provide a purge capability.

•

The design should meet the ASHRAE 90.1 requirements for a natatorium
incorporating the control of temperature and humidity for IAQ.

ANGLED WINDOWS & CERAMIC WALLS

CORRODED DOORS & FRAMES

IMMEDIATE Recommendations – North Pool Envelope :
•

Replace caulking joints throughout as needed.

•

Replace storage room doors and frames with non-ferrous materials.

•

Replace missing or stained wall and floor tiles.

•

Bring depth markers and deck signage to code – add, “no diving”.

SHORT TERM Recommendations – North Pool Envelope:
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•

Replace the roof top energy recovery unit with a dedicated pool
dehumidification unit and cooling component, with the capability to
provide recovery heat for either the air or water system, as well as
4-6 daily air exchanges.

•

Modify the existing air distribution system to provide the proper air
movement across the windows, door, walls, and ceiling, to prevent
condensation.

•

Evaluate the envelope for leakage, insulation values, etc. to minimize
heat loss, heat gain, and condensation.

•

Replace overhead light fixtures with those designed for pool
environments.

•

Replace deteriorated and non functioning exhaust louvers and air
return dampers.
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LONG TERM Recommendations – North Pool Envelope:

•

Replace the boiler with condensing-type, high-efficiency boilers
with efficiencies of approximately 90% on high fire.

•

Consider the addition of a chloramines removal system such as the
“Evacuator” to improve the poor air quality.

NORTH POOL AQUATICS COMPONENTS
Unlike the tile covered concrete south pool shell, the north pool is the more
common gunite construction with a white plaster finish. The pool gutter is
stainless steel, but the return lines are beneath the pool floor. The surge tank
was not available to be inspected by this team. Pool walls and floor appear to
be in good condition. Walls appear plumb. The pool floor was replaced in August
2014. A new white coat plaster surface expected life span is 8 to 10 years. Staff
reports no water loss.

STAINS FROM FLOOR RETURN

GROUT STAINS & TILE REPAIR

ADDITIONAL AREAS OF GROUT STAINS & TILE REPAIRS

FLOOR STAINING
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IMMEDIATE Recommendations –
North Pool Aquatics Components:
•

Properly fill and finish the abandoned skimmers in the free-form pool
area.*

•

Provide for re-plastering of the pool walls and floor in the near future
after the stain-producing elements are replaced.*

SHORT TERM Recommendations –
North Pool Aquatics Components:
•

Inspect the surge tank and plumbing for proper operation and secure
the hatch during operation.

•

Replace pipe supports in the piping tunnel.

NORTH POOL WATER EXERCISE CLASS

* Denotes items that are being addressed at the time of this report.
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NORTH POOL WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS
(Filters, Disinfectant and Heating)
These systems are located in the same filter room as those of the south pool
installed in 2003, (i.e., in the basement of the original natatorium). The filters are
Astral® pressure-sand type, which are considered low to medium grade with up
to 10 year life span. Plan for replacement in the long term. Staff reports difficulty
maintaining desired pool water temperature.

ASTRAL® FILTERS

CORRODED PIPES & HANGERS
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SOUTH POOL PUMPS & MOTORS
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PUMP CORROSION

HEAT EXCHANGER

A chlorine booster pump is installed with hard piped feed lines, as part of the
“Solution” feeder unit, but is not functional. The Strantrol® controller is operating
properly. Chlorine is currently being fed by a standard chlorine feeder.

CHEMICAL CONTROLLERS, FEEDERS & FLEX TUBING

LIQUID CHLORINE & ACID CARBOYS
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CHLORINE BOOSTER PUMP
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IMMEDIATE Recommendations –
North Pool Water Treatment Systems:
•

Secure the pumps to the support pads.*

•

Replace the cast iron strainer basket with a non-ferrous Mermaide
strainer. This will also help reduce pool staining.*

•

Replace extension cords to chemical feed pumps with rigid conduit.

SHORT TERM Recommendations –
North Pool Water Treatment Systems:
•

Add a check valve to the pump discharge line whenever the system
is refurbished.

•

Replace all gauges with 6- inch (with snubber valves).

•

Color code pipes/tag valves and provide operation chart as per code,
Montgomery County Executive Regulation.

•

Provide backwash/drain-down de-chlorination system.

•

Provide a UV disinfectant system.

•

Replace all shelving for chemical components with “Duradek”
materials.

•

Run all flexible, chemical feed lines in schedule 80 piping for
proper support.

•

Replace the undersized, poorly installed, heat exchanger, control
wiring, and associated copper piping and components with a larger
sized unit suitable for a pool application.

•

Repair the chemical “Solution” feeder unit.

•
•

The portable lift must be secured in place during operation.
Add secondary access in addition to the lift, (i.e. stairs).

* Denotes items that are being addressed at the time of this report.
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ADA Compliance:
•
•
•
•
•

Pool deck slopes and exterior doors appear to be compliant.
Ingress and egress to locker rooms will be addressed with the locker room
redesign.
The portable lift must be secured in place during operation as a secondary
means of pool access.
Main drains are VGB compliant.
Ramp does not meet current code, but is a valuable asset to pool programs
as is. Add a secondary access in addition to the lift, i.e. stairs.

LIFT NOT SECURE AT POOLSIDE

SHALLOW WATER TEACH AREA

NORTH POOL ZERO ENTRY
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FROG SLIDE

TUMBLE BUCKETS

FLOATABLE TOY

GANG SLIDE
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NORTH POOL ENHANCEMENTS (FACILITY QUALITY)
There are limitations to economically adding water play features to this pool.
Again, the lap lane area is needed for the same successful programs of the
south pool. The shallow water teaching lagoon and beach entry offer some
opportunities, but again at the loss of some critical water spaces.
Note: If covering the outdoor fitness pool with a temporary or permanent enclosure
were to come to fruition, the opportunity to convert the entire north pool into
a family attractive activity pool with numerous water-play features becomes a
desirable goal.

LONG TERM Recommendations –
North Pool Enhancements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frog slide
A tumble bucket
Kiddie “gang” slide with two slides
Tethered “floatables”
Add beach wash bubblers to zero entry
Pipe fall
Underwater bench

EXISTING POOL

LAP LANES

CRAB
FLOATING HIPPO

BUBBLERS
UNDERWATER
BENCH

PIPE
FALL

TUMBLE
BUCKETS
BEACH
WASH

FROG
SLIDE
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GANG
SLIDE
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NORTH POOL ENHANCEMENTS (FACILITY QUALITY)
Major changes to the north pool are predicated on the seasonal structure being
implemented for the fitness pool. Lap swim space is currently at a premium, and
cannot be converted to free-form recreation space without a substitute lap swim
area put in place first.

PIPE FALL

BODY SLIDE
44
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NORTH POOL ENHANCEMENTS (FACILITY QUALITY)
As noted previously, the concept of enclosing the 50 meter fitness pool provides
an opportunity to re-program the north pool as a complete leisure pool. Here we
show a concept that keeps the leisure activities within the foot print of the existing
pool.

LONG TERM Recommendations –
North Pool Enhancements:
•

Indoor activity & leisure pool modifications to existing pool.

EXISTING POOL OUTLINE
CURRENT CHANNEL

BODY
SLIDE

VORTEX

TRAINING
LANE
UNDERWATER
BENCHES

TUMBLE
BUCKETS

PIPE
FALL

BUBBLERS
BEACH
ENTRY

UNDERWATER
BENCH
GANG
SLIDE

FROG
SLIDE
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HYDROTHERAPY POOL (SPA)

SPA SECTION

SPA PLAN
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SECTION III – CHAPTER 3:
HYDROTHERAPY POOL (SPA)
A large (approximately 15 adults) hydrotherapy pool (spa) is located in the north
pool wing, just outside the entrance from the men’s locker room, with a view of
the north pool and outdoor pool. It is elevated 18” from the deck, with two tiered
seating levels adjacent. The spa surge tank is adjacent to the spa, and built into
the same level. The filter, disinfectant systems and heat exchanger are located
in the south pool filter room. All surface materials are of 2” ceramic tile, as is the
pool itself. This pool is very popular and receives heavy usage.

HYDROTHERAPY POOL
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Condition Assessment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The spa walls and floor appear to be in good condition, plumb and straight.
Tiles are in good repair although some calcium deposits are visible.
The light levels over the spa area are very low.
Bromamines levels (chlorine orders) are very high.
There is no auto-fill device operable.
High humidity is due in part to the hydro jets and pool recirculation
lines being linked together.
Some water loss reported by staff.
The Pentair vertical pressure sand filters are in good condition.
Valves are in excellent condition but are not labeled.
The pump and strainer are both cast iron, contributing to the tile staining.
There is no UV disinfectant system.
The bromine erosion feeder and acid feeder are in good condition.
The CAT controller appears to be in good condition.
Pool heat exchanger is in poor condition.
Main drain grates appear to be code compliant.
There is only a single pump for both the filtration system and the
hydrotherapy jets. Preferred design is to have two pumps,
one for each system.

BENCH SEATING

HYDRO POOL FILTER SYSTEM
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HYDROTHERAPY POOL

PUMP & STRAINER
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IMMEDIATE Recommendations – Hydrotherapy Pool (Spa):
•

Secure pumps to support pads.

•

Label and tag all valves — provide operation charts — color code
pipes

SHORT TERM Recommendations – Hydrotherapy Pool (Spa):
•

Replace the ferrous metal heat exchanger and components
contributing to staining with a unit designed for pool use, and install
professionally.

•

Improve the overhead lighting.

•

Relocate the pump that fills the spa from the north pool storage
room to the filter room.

•

Replace pipe supports.

•

Provide discharge system for backwash and drain down water
as per MDE code.

•

Provide a UV disinfectant system.

•

Properly mount and secure chemical feeders, and replace the
extension cord with hard wired connection in conduits.

•

Support all flex tubing in properly supported schedule 80 pipe.

•

Provide depth markers and other deck signage as required.

•

ADA 2010 accessible transfer wall.

•

Provide emergency shut-off switch as per code, COMAR and
COMCOR.
Provide fiberglass hair strainer

•

LONG TERM Recommendations – Hydrotherapy Pool (Spa):
•

Separate the recirculation system from hydrotherapy jets, by providing
a second pump and associated piping for the hydrotherapy jet.

•

Provide auto-fill.

ADA and Code Compliance:
•

The spa needs an accessible entrance. Consider a transfer wall.

SECTION III – CHAPTER 3 HYDROTHERAPY POOL
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HYDROTHERAPY POOL (SPA) ENHANCEMENT OPTIONS
Several options for improving the spa were considered, including the least
expensive option one, which is to simply leave the spa in its current location
and make necessary repairs. Where concepts for facility enhancements are
presented, a public process should occur to garner user input on the options
available. The pros and cons are not an exhaustive list. However, considering
the heavy usage of the spa and the desire to provide additional spa amenities,
three enhanced suggested options are as follows:
1) Repair in place.
2) Expand in current location.
3) Relocate and enlarge in area of observation room.
4) Add a second small spa in area of observation room.

1) Keep the saunas and hydro-therapy pool in existing locations
and make necessary repairs in place.
PROS:
• Does not expand require footprint expansion, lower cost.
• Familiar routine for customers. Observation room stays in
place for viewing of lessons.
CONS:
• No new floor space for locker room enlargement / renovations,
• Hydro-therapy pool located near windows resulting in potential
cool air in winter months.
• No additional water space for hydrotherapy pool users.
• Repairs to hydro-therapy pool will be needed to bring up to code
• Supervision and safety issues with current location of sauna in
locker rooms

NORTH POOL

SPA
SEATING

OBSERVATION
ROOM

SOUTH POOL

FIRST
AID

SAUNA

MEN’S
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SAUNA

WOMEN’S
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HYDROTHERAPY POOL (SPA) ENHANCEMENT OPTIONS
2) Move the sauna in the place of the observation room (shown in the
highlighted area below) and keep the spa in the existing location, but make
plans to expand the spa towards the west in the direction of the sun-deck.
PROS:
• Location of the sauna on the pool deck increases supervision
levels and increases response time for safety concerns
and emergencies.
• Floor space is created in the locker rooms for enlargement
or placement of other features
• Some additional water space is created in the existing
hydro- therapy pool, but may not be significant to users
• Repairs to hydro-therapy pool will be included to bring it up to code
CONS:
• Unfamiliar routine for customers.
• Dissatisfaction with having to share a sauna with
members of the opposite gender.
• Loss of Observation Room
• Concerns regarding cost for expanding the building envelope
to add water space may not be cost effective.

NORTH POOL

EXPANSION

SPA
SEATING

OBSERVATION
PROPOSED
ROOM
SAUNA

REMOVE SAUNAS
TO ALLOW
LOCKER ROOM
EXPANSION

SOUTH POOL

FIRST
AID

LOCATION

SAUNA

MEN’S
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SAUNA

WOMEN’S
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HYDROTHERAPY POOL (SPA) ENHANCEMENT OPTIONS

3) Keep the saunas in each locker room and construct a larger hydro-therapy
pool to the location of the observation room. Remove the existing spa to
allow for more deck space and seating area.
PROS:
• Familiar routine for customers with gender separate saunas
• Movement of the hydro-therapy pool lessens the cool air
from being close to an exterior walls
• New hydro-therapy pool’s construction will be up to code
and could be larger for more users
CONS:
• Loss of Observation Room
• No additional hydro-therapy pool for users in case of shutdown.
• Supervision and safety issues with location of sauna in locker
rooms

NORTH POOL

SPA
SEATING

OBSERVATION
REPLACEMENT
ROOM
SPA

SOUTH POOL

FIRST
AID

SAUNA

MEN’S
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SAUNA

WOMEN’S
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HYDROTHERAPY POOL (SPA) ENHANCEMENT OPTIONS
4) Add an additional hydro-therapy pool and relocate the saunas
to the area of the observation room, while also making repairs
to the existing hydro-therapy pool.
PROS:
• Additional hydro-therapy water space will be
provided to customers.
• Additional hydro-therapy pool allows for maintenance
of one pool while the other is concurrently in operation.
• Location of the sauna on the pool deck increases supervision
levels and increased response time for safety concerns
and emergencies.
• Floor space is created in the locker rooms for enlargement
or placement of other features
CONS:
• Loss of Observation Room
• Costs involved in repairing one hydro-therapy pool, constructing
new saunas and a new hydro-therapy pool may be prohibitive.
• May take deck space away from further enhancements to the
north pool.

NORTH POOL

SPA
SEATING

ADDITIONAL
SPA
REMOVE SAUNAS
TO ALLOW
LOCKER ROOM
EXPANSION

SOUTH POOL

FIRST
AID

OBSERVATION
ROOM
MEN’S
SAUNA

SAUNA

MEN’S
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WOMEN’S
SAUNA

SAUNA

WOMEN’S
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SAUNA

SAUNA

AQUATICS ACCESS
AQUATICS ACCESS

MEN’S LOCKER ROOMS

ENTRANCE

WOMEN’S LOCKER ROOMS

ENTRANCE
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SECTION III – CHAPTER 4:
LOBBY, SAUNAS & LOCKER ROOMS
The current lobby contains a large semicircular counter suitable for 1-3 staff who
provide reception, registration, and control of entry into the locker/shower rooms,
pool, and fitness center. They also provide administrative support to these aquatic
administrative offices.

MAIN ENTRANCE TO INDOOR POOLS & FITNESS CENTER

LOBBY – FRONT DESK

FITNESS CENTER

The current locker/shower rooms were sized to serve the original south pool
only. Today, they must also serve patrons using the north pool and hydrotherapy
pool, and the large fitness center that was added. In addition, they must serve
the users of the outdoor pools during transitional months in the spring and fall.
Patrons have long complained about the need for more and better lockers, but
also more circulation space, improved traffic patterns throughout, and modern
amenities, such as bathing suit dryers and private changing cubicles or rooms.

LOCKER ROOM ENTRANCE
FROM LOBBY

TILE FLOORS & DRAINS

SHOWERS
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WOMEN’S LOCKER & BENCH

MEN’S LOCKERS & BENCH

HAIR DRYERS

Staff has suggested that the saunas inside each locker room be removed as part
of the locker room redesign and perhaps relocated to the glass block observation
room space within the north pool natatorium. This larger but coed sauna would
allow for greater staff supervision. This will be a radical change for current patrons
and will need to be explored with the designed expansion.
The project team has explored designs to enlarge and improve the locker/shower
rooms and adjoining spaces. Saunas can be retained in each locker room or
combined into a large co-ed sauna, as desired.

DOOR TO SAUNA
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INTERIOR OF SAUNA
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POTENTIAL AREA OF EXPANSION

The team has observed the current condition of the locker rooms and discussed
the needs and concerns with the facility staff. In an effort to accommodate the
needs of patrons and staff as well as ever expanding demand for programs,
increasing the capacity served will necessitate increasing the footprint. In
addition, given the potential to enclose the outdoor 50 meter pool, there would
be an even higher demand for larger facilities. The outdoor bath house facilities
would not be in operation during the winter thus requiring increased fixtures in
the way of showers, toilets and lavatories, not to mention increased changing
and locker areas.

In working with a civil engineer the site was examined and determined that
the most logical placement for both patrons and staff would be adjacent to the
current locker rooms. This location provides ample area to expand the locker
rooms and minimally disturb the site while still providing access to the swim
facility office and aquatics amenities. The addition could also provide a much
needed reorganization of the administrative offices and customer service desk.
The concept on the following page shows an idea of how the additional space
could be used. The program is divided into two large sections, one for each
locker room, separated by an access/security corridor providing access to the
pools.
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EXISTING LOCKER ROOM

SAMPLE LOCKER ROOM DESIGN DIAGRAM
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AQUATICS ACCESS

GUARD/FIRST AID

LOCKERS
LOCKERS

FAMILY

MEN’S LOCKER ROOM

FIXTURES

FIXTURES

WOMEN’S LOCKER ROOM

LOCKERS

LOCKERS

UNISEX
BATHROOM

LOCKER ROOM FIXTURE LAYOUT CONCEPT
CONTROL

A locker room needs to provide adequate space for changing and restroom
usage. A driving factor in the design of locker rooms is generally the fixture count
and layout. In aquatic facilities the amount of fixtures is dictated by the amount
of water area. Usually this generates a much higher amount of fixtures than
are actually used at one time. In rare cases, this project being one of them, the
fixture counts dictated by code minimums are inadequate.
With this information and the current non-accessible state of the existing locker
room, it is recommend to increase the size of the locker rooms. In doing so it
is also recommended to add more efficient water saving touchless fixtures, as
well as shower stall dividers and changing areas. Contemporary executive style
lockers could also be installed to provide adequate storage for patrons while
conserving floor space for circulation.
Providing more space for the locker rooms also offers the opportunity to replan the entrance and administrative space of the facility. The current entrance
and control desk are ill equipped to handle the volume of patrons in a safe and
secure manner. Shifting the control desk into the direct path of patrons offers the
facility staff the chance to securely monitor direct access to both the locker rooms
as well as the aquatics and fitness facilities. The renovation and addition could
also provide more efficient administrative space coupled with more capacity for
waiting areas.
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In addition to the needs of the current facility, even more demand will be placed
on the facilities locker rooms if the fitness pool is covered. It would be prudent to
provide at least as many as needed for the possible expansion when adding to
the current locker room.
Men’s locker room
current fixture count:
(Code required in red)

Women’s locker room
current fixture count:
(Code required in red)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Toilets.......3 (3)
Urinals......2 (3)
Sinks........3 (3)
Showers..12 (7)

Toilets.......5 (4)
Sinks........4 (4)
Showers..12 (7)

Men’s locker room
recommended fixture count:
(Amount if 50m pool is enclosed)

Women’s locker room
recommended fixture count:
(Amount if 50m pool is enclosed)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Toilets.......6 (9)
Urinals......6 (9)
Sinks........6 (9)
Showers..12 (21)

Toilets.......8 (12)
Sinks........8 (12)
Showers..12 (21)

TOUCHLESS FIXTURES

SWIMSUIT DRYER

SHOWERS WITH DRESSING

EXECUTIVE LOCKERS
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SECTION IV: OUTDOOR AQUATICS
Chapter 1 – Recreation Pool
• Water Slide
Chapter 2 – 50-Meter Fitness Pool
• Outdoor Pool Heater
Chapter 3 – Tot Pool
Chapter 4 – Sprayground
Chapter 5 – Ancillary Buildings
• Filter Room for Outdoor Pools
• Outdoor Bathhouse
• Fitness Pool Restrooms
• Snack Bar

OUTDOOR BATH HOUSE

TOT POOL

RECREATION POOL

SPRAYGROUND
FILTER ROOM
WATER SLIDE

SNACK BAR

FITNESS POOL
RESTROOMS
50 M FITNESS POOL
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SECTION IV : OUTDOOR AQUATICS

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 1:
RECREATION POOL

BEACH ENTRY

CROSSING BRIDGE

BENCH
WATER SLIDE

ACCESS FROM
INDOOR LOCKER
ROOMS
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SECTION IV – CHAPTER 1:
RECREATION POOL
This free-form, shallow-water recreation pool was constructed in 1991 to replace
the original concrete, “Z” shaped 50-meter pool. The original pool featured 7
lanes of 50 meters, with a shallow end leg and a deep end dive well that was 8
lanes wide x 25 meters long, with two 1-meter and one 3-meter diving boards.
The new recreation pool was placed within the footprint of the original pool.
Constructed of gunite with a plaster finish, its features include a broad, wet/dry
walking bridge which transverses the middle of the pool, the tall water flume
slide, a large “beach entry,” and a semi-circular underwater seating area in the
shallow water. The filter system is located in a large room below deck level with
access from the lower elevation of the snack bar and plaza. There are several
large shade structures around the pool deck.
RECREATION POOL OVERVIEW

ENTRANCE STAIRS & CIRCULAR BENCH

BEACH ENTRY

RECREATION POOL STRUCTURE
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The pool decks appear to be in good shape. The majority of the pool walls
appear in good condition.
The in-water structural bridge appears to be separating from the walls
probably due to frost heave.
Some deterioration in pool tiles, plaster, and coping.
Offset in elevation due to the pavers on beach entry and the plaster of the
pool bottom. This offset creates an abrupt change in slope when entering
or leaving the pool.
Depth and deck signage in place.
The ceramic tile cladding around the entry stairs and circular bench are in
excellent condition and very attractive.
The skimmers were installed too low affecting the skimming capabilities.
No water loss was reported by staff.
The recreation pool was re-plastered for the second time in 2011. Some
staining has occurred, but the surface should last for 8-10 years if properly
maintained.

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 1 RECREATION POOL
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IN POOL BRIDGE

SKIMMER IS TOO LOW

BEACH ENTRY PAVERS & PLASTER TRANSITION

ARTWORK ON FILTER ROOM ROOF

IMMEDIATE Recommendations –
Recreation Pool Structure:
•
•
•
•

Some deck areas need new caulking.
Patch and seal the vertical separations between the bridge and
pool walls.
Cracks in bridge wall require more intensive investigation to
determine if the beam is sound.
Beach entry should be renovated to address tripping hazard
between pavers and pool plaster.

FUN ON THE BRIDGE
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FUN ON THE CIRCULAR BENCH

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 1 RECREATION POOL

RECREATION POOL WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS:
(Filters and Disinfectant Systems)
When this pool replaced the original one in the same location, the original multicell Ducharme filters were retained and used effectively. In 1999 they were
replaced with Natare® multi-cell, carbon steel rapid-rate, pressure sand filters.
These are of low to medium quality with a history of a 15-20 year life. One of the
two redundant motors was replaced in 2013.
• Most valves are in good shape.
• Mermaide® strainer in good shape
• There is no UV disinfectant system.
• The chemical controller and feeders appear to be in good operating order.
• The suction piping downstream of the strainer is undersized.

RECREATION POOL FILTER

FILTER PIPING

LIQUID CHLORINE VATS & FEEDERS

CHLORINE STORAGE VATS

RECREATION POOL LAP LANES WITH SPRAYGROUND BEYOND

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 1 RECREATION POOL
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SHORT TERM Recommendations –
Recreation Pool Water Treatment Systems:
•

Color code pool piping, tag valves, and provide an operations chart
as per code, Montgomery County Executive Regulation.

•

Replace deteriorating pipe supports throughout the filter room.

•

Provide a de-chlorination system for backwash and drain-down
water to meet MDE codes.

•

Provide check valves on pump discharge and concentric reducers
on suction and discharge side of the pumps. Also, the 6” suction
lines before the strainer should feed into an 8” line instead of
6”. (These items can be addressed the next time the system is
refurbished)

•

Properly secure pumps to bases.

•

Replace all gauges with 6” and snubber valves.

•

Seal all containers and remove empty carboys to remove corrosive
atmosphere.

•

Support all flexible chemical tubing in rigid PVC.

•

The pump starters are mounted high on the wall. Provide a wood
platform or the like for staff to reach w/o standing in water on the
floor.

•

Provide a UV disinfectant system.

•

As per code, ADA 2010, provide access to both bodies of water that
are divided by the bridge such as ADA approved lifts. In the interim,
develop a full compliance plan to address these requirements as
future renovations are scheduled.
The beach entry side needs a ramp or lift. The larger section also
needs a ramp or lift as well as a secondary means of access.

•
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SHADE STRUCTURES
The three existing large shade structures that serve the recreation pool are
insufficient for a complex of this size, given the public awareness of sun
protection. Long shade canopies, 10 feet deep and in multiples of 20 feet long
sections can protect multiple families. They can be positioned near each pool
where they are most useful. While smaller “breezebrellas” can be scattered
in the grass areas. Shade structures over large portions of shallow water of
the recreation pool and/or the tot pool can also provide relief from the sun for
swimmers. Finally, shade structures can protect the spectators and athletes
at swim meets at the fitness pool.

POTENTIAL SHADE STRUCTURE

RECREATION POOL BRIDGE

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 1 RECREATION POOL
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A

FLOATING CROSSWALK

B

SNAKE FLOAT

C

DROP SLIDE

D

TUMBLE BUCKET
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LONG TERM Enhancements –
Recreation Pool Enhancements
New features could be added to this pool to enhance the family recreation
experience. Possibilities include:
• Tumble bucket or water “umbrella” in the shallow lagoon area.
• Replace the aging water slide with a dual slide.
• Add a gang slide for smaller children
• Add water spray (cooling/aeration) features around the perimeter.
• Consider a floating crosswalk play feature.
• Add a themed kiddie slide to shallow water.
• Add underwater benches and/or shaded conversation shelves
or nooks.
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A

SPRAY GROUND WITH BENCHES

B

PIPE FALL

C

SMALL GANG SLIDE

D

BRIDGE WITH ACTIVITIES
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A
C
D
B

REPLACEMENT RECREATION POOL
CONCEPT

LONG TERM Enhancements – Recreation Pool:
Potential Replacement
New features could be included in a new pool to enhance the family
recreation experience. Possibilities include:
• Tumble bucket or water “umbrella” as well as a pipe fall in shallow
lagoon areas.
• Replace the aging water slide with a dual slide.
• A gang slide for smaller children
• Water spray (cooling/aeration) features and benches around the
beach entry.
• A crossing bridge to the island
• Underwater benches and/or shaded conversation shelves or nooks.
• A current channel and vortex for different water speed experiences.

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 1 RECREATION POOL
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WATER SLIDE
The single chute water flume ride manufactured by Miracle® rises approximately
19 feet from the pool deck. It was added in 1989 to the original pool and retained
for use with the new pool constructed in 1991. It is situated toward the middle of
the recreation pool with vegetation and trees adjacent to the structure.
The access to the launch section is via a 2-foot-wide steel staircase. We
recommend a minimum stair width of 42”.
The slide exits into a catch pool area, cordoned off by a post and float anchored
in the water. The steel structure for the most part is in good-to-fair condition
considering its age, as is the fiberglass flume. It has been well maintained in
recent years, however it is not in the best condition and is near the end of its
useful life.
Please refer to appendix B: Structural Assessment for more detailed findings.

IMMEDIATE Recommendations – Water Slide:
•

•
•

It is imperative that staff continues to professionally refurbish the
slide structure and fiberglass flume on an annual basis to avoid
failure or accidents.
Repair and replace sections of railings and other steel members as
needed.
Professionally installed padding around in-water stanchion used to
separate catch pool area.

SHORT TERM Recommendations – Water Slide:

•

•
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The slide pump located in the filter room should have a check valve
properly located and professionally installed. The off-brand strainer
for the slide is in reasonable condition.
The catch pool enclosure shall meet current COMAR code
requirements.

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 1 WATER SLIDE

FIBERGLASS FLUME

SLIDE STAIRWAY

LONG TERM Recommendations – Water Slide:
•

The stairway does not allow for two way access and egress as
currently required by COMAR.

•

The project team does not recommend relocating this feature,
or adding a second slide to the existing one. Planning for future
facility improvements should consider an entire replacement with
perhaps other slide options that will provide several entertainment
experiences from one access/launch platform.

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 1 WATER SLIDE
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WATER FLUME CATCH POOL

WATER FLUME SUPPORTS
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FUN IN THE WATER SLIDE

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 1 WATER SLIDE

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 2:
50 METER FITNESS POOL

SEATING

ACCESS FROM
INDOOR LOCKER
ROOMS

DIVING BOARDS

FITNESS POOL
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SECTION IV – CHAPTER 2:
50 METER FITNESS POOL
The fitness pool, opened in 1991, sits on a lower elevation from the recreation
pool, but at a slightly higher elevation than the snack bar and mechanical/ filter
room. The new indoor fitness center overlooks the deep end of the fitness pool.

SHALLOW END 50-METER FITNESS POOL

THE FITNESS CENTER
OVERLOOKING THE FITNESS POOL

The pool is 50 meters long and 25 meters wide, providing an 8-lane long course
and an 18-lane short course lap/competition swimming pool. There are 1-meter
and 3-meter diving boards at the deep end of the 50-meter course, which are
extremely popular during summer recreational swim periods. This facility is ideal
for large events with ample spectator seating on raised grass areas (on two sides)
and on stairs and ramps. In addition, there is great viewing from the indoor pool
sun-deck and balcony above. There are no shade structures around this pool.
1-METER AND 3-METER DIVING BOARDS

SOME OF THE SPECTATOR SEATING

POOL READY FOR LONGCOURSE COMPETITION

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 2: 50 METER FITNESS POOL
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The pool is a gunite construction with a plaster finish. It incorporates a Whitten®
stainless steel gutter around the entire perimeter, which also contains the return
line for filtered water to the pool via multiple wall inlets in the gutter face.

WHITTEN STAINLESS STEEL GUTTER

RACING WALL TARGET

FITNESS POOL STRUCTURE
•
•

The majority of the pool walls and the floor appear in very good condition
with some minor cracks in the pool walls.
Moisture and dripping water was observed between the top portion of
the plaster walls and the underside of the stainless steel gutter system,
indicating moisture migrating under the gutter, forcing it to move during
the winter season freeze.

EXPANSION JOINT SEALANT

•
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PLASTER WALL TRANSITION
TO STAINLESS GUTTER

There is evidence that the pool gutter system is expanding and contracting
at a different rate than the pool walls. This movement has separated
several of the vertical gutter seams, creating vertical gaps in the face of
the gutter. These “gaps” could cause a cut or pinch injury to swimmers.

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 2: 50 METER FITNESS POOL

LANE LINE HOOK & RETURN
NOZZLE IN GUTTER FACE

•

The pool walls are not true with the face of the perimeter gutter system; many
areas of the vertical plane of the gutter extend past the plane of the pool wall.
This condition compromises the certification of the pool for competition.

VERTICAL GAPS IN GUTTER

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

GUTTER SEAM SEPARATION

VERTICAL PLANE OF GUTTER & POOL WALL

Starting blocks have been welded in place.
The diving stands have shown signs of rust and have been re-painted.
Replacement of stands is scheduled in fall 2014
The Water Monitor Well is disconnected and inoperable. This system
would allow the operator to remove ground water from underneath the
pool prior to the annual drain and clean of the pool.
Vertical depth markers seem to be spaced correctly.
Auto water make-up system is inoperable.
No water loss was reported by facility staff.
Surge tank lid is inoperable and ladder anchors are unsafe.

SURGE TANK LID

CORRODED LADDER ANCHOR

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 2: 50 METER FITNESS POOL
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•

Some of the expansion joint tiles are hollow and the sealant in the joint
is separated from one side of the joint in several locations.

SEALANT MISSING

•
•

RETURN LINE WITHIN POOL GUTTER

Tile racing lanes are in good condition. Tile targets are not plumb with
vertical plane of stainless steel perimeter gutter.
The pool plaster was refinished in 2011 for the second time and with
proper maintenance should last 8-10 years.

PLASTER WALLS & FLOOR WITH RACING LANES, TARGETS & TOE LEDGE

•

There are some field drainage issues between the grass hillside and the
pool apron affecting patron traffic and comfort.

DRAINAGE ISSUES AROUND FITNESS POOL & FITNESS CENTER
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IMMEDIATE Recommendations – Fitness Pool Structure:
•

Replace cracked or missing gutter gratings.

•

Engage a welder, experienced with the installation and repair of
stainless steel gutters (perhaps a Whitten manufacturer’s technician)
to address the gaps in the vertical gutter seams and other associated
issues.

•

Caulk and re-grout as necessary all joints in the pool and around
the pool perimeter (on the horizontal and vertical), as necessary to
prevent freeze/thaw movement.

•

Several of the plastic inlet nozzles are in need of replacement.

SHORT TERM Recommendations – Fitness Pool Structure:
•

Repair and reinstitute the use of the Water Monitoring System.

•

Replace all gutter grating

•

Relocate the field drain near the pool deck fed by the swale from the
fitness center roof.

•

Add a French drain (filled with perforated pipe and covered with 2”
washed rock) to accept runoff from the hillside and pool apron.

LONG TERM Recommendations – Fitness Pool Structure:
•

Install outlets for electronic timing systems in appropriate locations.

•

Remove the large hedge between the long deck and the raised grass
area to distribute wear and tear on turf as swimmers try to access the
pool deck.

•

Provide shade structures.

SAMPLE PERIMETER
TRENCH DRAIN

EXISTING SHADE STRUCTURES

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 2: 50 METER FITNESS POOL
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FITNESS POOL WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS
(Filters and Disinfectants Systems)
The Whitten® multi-cell, carbon steel, rapid-rate pressure sand filter system,
installed in 1990, is of high quality, with a history of 25 to 30 year life or more.
It appears in good shape.
• Most valves are in good shape.
• The new Mermaide® strainer is a great improvement over the original.
• There is no UV disinfectant system.
• The chemical controller and feeders appear to be in good operating order.

FITNESS POOL FILTRATION SYSTEM

SHORT TERM Recommendations –
Fitness Pool Water Treatment Systems
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•

Provide a pool operational chart, tag valves, and color code pipes
as per code, COMCOR.

•

Replace pipe supports as necessary.

•

The pool filter backwash discharges directly to the storm drain. This
requires de-chlorination, record keeping, and monitoring of discharge
quality.

•

Provide check valves on pump discharges, as well as concentric
reducers on both the suction side and the discharge side of the pump
systems, when the system is refurbished.

•

Properly secure pumps to concrete pump bases.

•

Replace gauges with 6-inch and snubber valves.

•

Support chemical tubing in schedule 80 PVC ridged pipe, with a service
loop of tubing at the connection points.

•

Provide a UV disinfectant system.

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 2: 50 METER FITNESS POOL

OUTDOOR POOLS, CHEMICAL CONTROLS & FEEDERS

ADA Compliance:
•
•

To be compliant, this pool should have ADA-approved access by two means.
The main drains have been replaced by VGB-approved units but were not
secured by fasteners as required.

VGB DRAIN COVER

IN-POOL STAIRS

FITNESS POOL OPERATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS
As outdoor fitness pool, it is appropriate that this pool continue the current
programming, as it complements the recreation pool and the summer uses of
the two indoor pools. It does have one meter diving, and is one of a very few
pools with a 3-meter diving board, providing some great aquatic recreational
experiences. No additional features are needed at this time or in the near future.
Note: If the fitness pool were to be enclosed for year round use, the demand for
lap swimming and training could be met. This would allow the north pool to be
converted to an activity pool for free-form family recreation and group rentals.
Enclosing the fitness pool, which will provide more programmable water space
year-round, will help meet the demand for aquatic programs, as well as improving
the recreation experience for all patrons. See Section V of this report for further
discussion of enclosing this pool.

FITNESS POOL ENHANCEMENTS
No major changes to the fitness pool layout are suggested, as it would take away
from its long course lap swimming, diving and competitive uses.
SECTION IV – CHAPTER 2: 50 METER FITNESS POOL
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OUTDOOR POOL HEATER
A large gas fired pool heater (1.8m BTUs) manufactured by Laars is located in
the filter room. This unit is the original equipment (circa 1968) designed to heat
the old 50-meter pool. It was later piped to heat either the replacement fitness
pool or the recreation pool. In fact, since the recreation pool is so shallow, the
heater is used primarily to heat only the fitness pool. This extends the outdoor
swim season in the Spring and Fall months. Due to budget considerations, the
heater is currently used to achieve 76 degrees by the normal start of the outdoor
season, and limited use after Labor Day.
•
•
•

The heater appears in bad shape and surely is well past its lifecycle.
However it has proven to be serviceable.
Today’s units are considerably more energy efficient.
Portions of the piping for the heater are carbon steel and ductile iron,
contributing to pool staining.

OUTDOOR POOL HEATER

SHORT TERM Recommendations –
Pool Heater
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•

Replace the heater with a high efficiency unit suitable for pool water.
(Consider the AQUAS commercial pool package by Lochinvar).

•

Consider providing pool blankets (Lincoln Pool Supplies) on reels
to be spread across the width of the pool to retain the heat when
the fitness pool not in use, and at night. This will help to extend the
season economically.

•

Refer to detailed recommendations in Appendix A.

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 2: 50 METER FITNESS POOL
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ACCESS FROM
OUTDOOR LOCKER
ROOMS
TOT POOL
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TOT POOL
Also re-built in 1991, the tot pool (wading pool/baby pool) sits beyond the beach
entry of the recreation pool, and to the side of the women’s locker room – beyond
the view of the guard office. It is enclosed by a custom designed steel cabled
fence and gate. The pool ranges in depth from 6” to 18”. There is a sand tot lot
nearby.

SUMMER FUN IN THE TOT POOL

TOT POOL

ADJACENT PLAY AREA

TOT POOL STRUCTURE
•

The pool walls and floor are ceramic tile and in reasonable condition for
an outdoor pool. Seasonal tile repair is to be expected and will increase
over time.
• The pool beam has a horizontal crack and some dislodged tiles.
• The fountain pedestals show signs of deteriorating concrete and tile.
• There is no ADA access.
• Depth markers, deck signage and “no-diving” signage are not complete.
• The existing VGB compliant “Wave” style grates are not appropriate for
this pool.
• The skimmers are set too low, affecting skimming capacity.
• The tot pool is not heated. (Tot pools are not typically heated.)
SECTION IV – CHAPTER 3: TOT POOL
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IMMEDIATE Recommendations – Tot Pool
•

Replace the current wave type VGB grates with a flat surface model.

•

Bring pool deck signage into compliance as per COMCOR.

•

Bring fencing up to current to current standards per COMCOR.

“WAVE” DRAIN COVER

TOT POOL FENCING

SINGLE SHADE SHELTER

TOT POOL WINTER DAMAGE

TOT POOL WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS:
(Filters and Disinfectant Systems)
The tot pool filter system is located in the newly rebuilt outdoor admission and
locker/shower building. The Triton fiberglass filter, CAT controller, and chemical
feeders are appropriate for this pool.

TOT POOL FILTER & CHLORINATOR
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SHORT TERM Recommendations – Tot Pool Water Treatment
•
•
•
•

Color code piping, tag all valves, and provide an operations chart,
per COMCOR.
Support recirculation piping where necessary.
Enclose chemical tubing in rigid PVC.
Provide a UV disinfectant system

ADA Compliance
•

The newest ADA regulations call for wading pool to have a beach entry.
Note: This will need to be updated the next time any significant renovations
take place.

TOT POOL ENHANCEMENT / REPLACEMENT
The current tot pool is attractive, but has no entertainment features other than
shallow water and three fountain columns with sprays. Current ADA codes
require a “beach” entry. It would not be cost effective to add enhancements
and ADA compliance to a pool of this age. This pool could be entirely replaced
economically by a new tot pool featuring water play elements and a sloped entry
for ADA compliance. It might also be repositioned to be within eye sight of the
pool office/guard room for better surveillance.

LONG TERM Enhancement – Tot Pool
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enlarge tot pool and install a multilevel play unit similar to the
sprayground.
Small slides with character themes.
Gentle spray fountains.
Interactive play features.
Bubblers in sloped pool bottom.
Adjacent asphalt pad and tot lot playground space may provide
opportunity for expansion of the tot pool. These facilities are not
Aquatics specific and exist in other City facilities.

SAMPLE OF WATER PLAY FEATURES COMBINED WITH TOT POOL

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 3: TOT POOL
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SAMPLE DECK SPRAYS & BUBBLERS & TOT POOL PLAY FEATURES

MORE PLAY FEATURES WITH SURROUNDING SHADE SHELTERS

TOT POOL CONCEPT PLAN
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SECTION IV – CHAPTER 4:
SPRAYGROUND
In 2003, the sprayground was added to the sun-deck located outside of the north
pool overlooking the recreation pool. It consists of a multi feature unit offering
several kiddie slides and spray fountains. Some features were originally selfactuated sprays that have been deactivated due to safety considerations. Pool
water is collected in a holding tank underground. Therefore, the concrete surface
under and around the unit does not accumulate standing water. The sprayground
by code is treated as a pool and therefore requires filter and disinfectant systems
to treat the water as it is collected and returned to the features.

FUN AT THE SPRAYGROUND

•
•
•

•
•

The overall condition is acceptable considering its age and heavy usage.
The wet deck is in good condition.
Several of the original spray features have left mineral deposits on the
adjacent exterior wall of the north pool. Sprays have been adjusted by
staff to eliminate the overspray.
The filter room for the Sprayground is located in a nearby shed.
Staff reports no unusual water loss.

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 4: SPRAYGROUND
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SPRAYGROUND OVERLOOKING BOTH OUTDOOR POOLS

IMMEDIATE Recommendations – Sprayground
•

The adjacent fence should meet current International Building Code
(IBC).

•

Install drain plugs in the slide run-outs.

SHORT TERM Recommendations – Sprayground
•

Replace missing features with those that work better in the available
spaces.

•

Consider upgrading the small filter shed, and provide needed storage
spaces.

SPRAYGROUND WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS
(Filters and Disinfectant Systems)
•
•
•

The small high-rate, pressure sand filter with a multi-port valve on top
appears to be in good condition.
There is no UV disinfectant system.
The chemical controller and feeder appear adequate.
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IMMEDIATE Recommendations –
Sprayground Water Treatment Systems
•

Reinstall the flow meter properly.

•

Secure pumps.

•

Add a check valve to the features pump.

•

The fresh water prime line to the pump strainer lid requires a back
flow preventer.

•

Encase chemical tubing in schedule 80 PVC.

•

Provide covers to the electric cabinets.

•

Provide a UV disinfectant system.

SPRAYGROUND FILTER SHED & DISINFECTANT EQUIPMENT

ADA Compliance
•

The Sprayground itself is accessible from its upper level location.

SPRAYGROUND ENHANCEMENTS
This play structure could potentially be relocated to another position, or it could be
incorporated into an enlarged tot pool. However since the life expectancy of this
equipment (10-15 years) has been reached, the project team does not support
the suggestion to relocate the sprayground and its infrastructure to another
location on the site.

CONCEPT OF A MULTI-LEVEL PLAY FEATURE

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 4: SPRAYGROUND
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OUTDOOR
BATH HOUSE

FILTER ROOM

SNACK BAR

FITNESS POOL
RESTROOMS
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SECTION IV – CHAPTER 5:
OUTDOOR ANCILLARY BUILDINGS
FILTER ROOM – OUTDOOR POOLS
The Filter Room houses the filtration and disinfectant systems for the recreation
pool and fitness pool. It also houses the large water heater that services both
pools, and the circulation pump for the water slide. Further, it provides storage
space during winterization and a workspace for minor repairs by staff.
The filter room is located below the deck of the recreation pool on the same
level as the snack bar. A large roll-up door provides access for chemical and
service vehicles to the filter room. This filter room was originally built to serve
the old 50-meter, z-shaped pool. Pools and features added later to the complex
have added more large equipment to this space. A separate room with separate
access, originally housed a gas chlorinator and multiple chlorine gas cylinders.
As the use of gas was later outlawed by code changes, liquid chlorine (sodium
hydrochloride) was stored there in large vats, and piped through the wall to
feeders and controllers, thereby keeping fumes away from other equipment.
Currently these vats are in the large filter room, and the old chlorine room is used
for storage. A large metal art sculpture is located on this deck above.

FILTER ROOM SERVICE ENTRANCE

POOL DECK & ART OVER FILTER ROOM

FILTER & DISINFECTANT EQUIPMENT FOR OUTDOOR POOLS

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 5: OUTDOOR ANCILLARY BUILDINGS
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SHORT TERM Recommendations for
Filter Room Improvements
•

The steel I-beams supporting the Filter Room ceiling are showing
considerable rust, as are other ferrous metal supports. The concrete
ceiling is spalling in places. Refer to the structural engineering report
in the appendix for analysis. Structural consultant (MCE) recommends
this inspection and repairs to be done as a top priority.

•

Block walls in the filter room show signs of dampness, and some,
particularly in the chlorine room, are deteriorating. Refer to the
structural engineering report for analysis.

•

Improve air circulation in these rooms to remove heat, moisture, and
caustic air.

•

Improve overhead lighting throughout each room.

•

Provide permanently mounted gas space heaters.

•

Consider brightening and sealing the interior walls with a stay-dry material.

•

Repair the roll-up door, and replace the rusting man doors and frames
with non-ferrous materials (man door should be self locking).

•

Provide permanent shelving in storage areas attached to the building
and by materials suitable for chemical storage.

•

A center roof support was removed and replaced with two supports on
either side. The new supports do not appear to be on a footing. This
situation needs to be addressed.

DETERIORATING ROOM HEATING SYSTEM

POOR FILTER ROOM LIGHTING
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OUTDOOR BATHHOUSE
The original bathhouse (1968) was replaced in 2013. This open-air facility has
numerous toilet and bathroom fixtures and changing spaces under cover to
meet the demands of all outdoor pools on crowded days. There are additional
gang showers outside for rinsing. The admission booth, guard office, and first
aid rooms were modernized. The small filter system for the tot pool is housed in
this building. By staff preference and design, the new building does not provide
lockers. Patrons are responsible for their own belongings. The epoxy “non-slip”
floors have discolored due to heavy foot traffic. While cleaned daily and as
needed, the appearance is dingy.
The new building is working well; no recommendations for improvements at this
time.

NEW OUTDOOR BATHHOUSE ENTRANCE

NEW GUARD OFFICE/FIRST AID ROOM

NEW CHANGING ROOMS IN OPEN AIR DESIGN

AUXILIARY OUTDOOR RESTROOMS
The stand alone auxiliary restroom building, located on the west side of the
complex, adjacent to the snack bar, at the shallow end of the fitness pool, was
added to serve patrons on the lower level of the complex. There are several sinks
and toilets in each, but no changing space or lockers. This building also houses a
storage room for lawn mowers and other equipment, as well as lighting controls
for the fitness pool overhead lights. Note: all other outdoor pool electric control
panels are located in the snack bar. The lighting (mostly by skylights) is very
poor, and the floor has a dingy appearance, which staff feel may be prompting
patrons to avoid this building.
SECTION IV – CHAPTER 5: OUTDOOR ANCILLARY BUILDINGS
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LOWER LEVEL RESTROOMS ADJACENT TO FITNESS POOL

FLOOR STAINS

SHORT TERM Recommendations –
Auxiliary Outdoor Restrooms
•

Clean and resurface floors with a non-skid material (1 inch ceramic
tile is best).

•

Provide sufficient overhead light from exterior grade fixtures. See
Appendix A

•

Improve exterior signage and educate patrons of its availability.

SNACK BAR
The Snack Bar on the lower level was designed originally to serve outdoor pool
patrons as well as Welsh Park patrons using the adjacent ball fields. The ball
field service is no longer provided, however there are bathrooms for use by
Welsh Park patrons.
While functional, the layout is inefficient and the Snack Bar building is showing
its 46 years of age. The main electrical panels and sub panels that feed the
outdoor filter room equipment are contained in a storage room of this building.
A contracted food service provider operates the Snack Bar. Major equipment is
provided and maintained by the City. Much of the snack bar equipment is out of
service and has been abandoned.

SNACK BAR ENTRANCE IN PLAZA AND SERVICE COUNTER
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SHORT TERM Recommendations – Snack Bar
•

Replace the grease interceptor as per current WSSC Plumbing Code
and City of Rockville Environment Management.*

•

Provide air conditioning and improved airflow to the building.

•

A redesign of the equipment and a layout by a professional food
service provider will modernize and improve efficiency.

•

Improve signage to identify public restrooms for the ball field patrons

* Denotes item that is being addressed at the time of this report.

SNACK BAR WORK AND PREP AREA

SNACK BAR VENTILATION

GRILL & PREP AREA

SECTION IV – CHAPTER 5: OUTDOOR ANCILLARY BUILDINGS
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SECTION V:
ENCLOSING THE FITNESS POOL
Over the years, the facility has consistently offered many high level, sought after
programs. From learn-to-swim lessons and water fitness classes, to the nationally
recognized swim team program, the Rockville Swim and Fitness Center is a great
success year round. Quarterly class registrations fill quickly with substantial wait
lists. Swim team is fully subscribed, and there is never enough lap lane space or
times. Where concepts for facility enhancements are presented, a public process
should occur to garner user input on the options available. The pros and cons are
not an exhaustive list.

DECK LEVEL AND INDOOR POOL SUN-DECK SPECTATORS

The Recreation and Parks staff and supporters have long entertained the idea of
covering the fitness pool to alleviate crowding and to meet program demand. If
this were done, it not only would better utilize a 3-month pool for the entire year,
but it would allow for reprogramming of the north pool as an “activity pool,” greatly
expanding the appeal for family fun, rentals, and parties that cannot now be met.

OFFICIALS AND SWIMMERS AT THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY SWIM LEAGUE LONGCOURSE MEET

MARYLAND STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
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EXISTING SCOREBOARD FOR COMPETITIONS
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For extended seasons and year-round use, the pool water must be heated. The
outdoor pools at this facility have been heated since it first opened in 1968. Each
year the staff has had the option to extend the operating season of either pool
for several weeks in the spring and fall. It has been noted that the existing pool
heater in the outdoor filter room is the original equipment, and in great need of
replacement. Assuming the City wishes to continue the benefits that a heated
outdoor pool provides, its replacement in the near future with a more energy
efficient system, would be in place when and if the pool is to be enclosed.
Lastly, covered access to the fitness pool from the indoor lobby and locker rooms
would need to be addressed with any enclosure, as well as additional capacity to
meet increased demand. All of the options provided, except for the pool blankets,
includes an elevator and covered access to the pool from the current locker room
level. Due to site limitations construction of a stand alone locker room complex
is not recommended.

5 OPTIONS FOR YEAR ROUND USE:
1.Permanent enclosure with seasonal openings
2.Frame supported membrane with seasonal openings
3.Temporary seasonal enclosure
4.Removable pool blankets
5.Telescoping cover

1. A PERMANENT ENCLOSURE
Enclosing an outdoor pool with temporary solutions has its pros and cons, which
will be discussed below. However, covering the pool with a permanent structure
designed with glass and translucent panels for walls and roof (both of which could
be open) could be a desirable long-term solution. The initial costs will be more
than for a temporary enclosure, but the environment inside would be superior;
there will be no set-up / store / take-down costs each year; the replacement of
the temporary enclosure every 10 years or so would not take place, and the
utility cost would be better managed. Based on similar structures, the cost for
building operations and utilities could range between $180,000 and $200,000
a year. This cost does not include programming.
PROS INCLUDE:
• A permanent enclosure with a one-time capital expenditure.
• A pseudo indoor/outdoor experience in a stable environment.
• Efficient distribution of heated air and light for greater patron comfort.
• No annual costs for erection and take down of a temporary enclosure.
• Most meets of a moderate size can be held regardless of weather.
CONS INCLUDE:
• High initial capital cost.
• Project from concept to completion would take at least 4 years or more.
• Team areas and large spectator access would be less than there is now
for the largest meets.
• Visual access to the existing scoreboard is lost. A new indoor scoreboard
will be required.
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Provided below is a concept plan for a permanent enclosure.

EXTERIOR RENDERING

INTERIOR RENDERING

SECTION THROUGH POOL ENCLOSURE

LOCKER ROOM CONNECTION

POOL ENCLOSURE PLAN WITH LOCKER ROOM CONNECTION

SECTION V: ENCLOSING THE FITNESS POOL
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2. FRAME SUPPORTED MEMBRANE
Another solution, which is slightly cheaper at the outset than a permanent structure,
is the frame supported membrane structure. This structure is constructed of a
light gauge metal frame and then covered with a membrane. The sides could
contain operable doors, but in this model, the roof is covered with an insulation
product to regulate the heating cost in the winter months.
Lighting and HVAC components, hardware and doors would be included. The
cost for these types of enclosures would include footings constructed around
the deck. The challenge to provide a temporary connection to the locker/shower
rooms of the indoor pools, and utility connections will be additional cost. Research
indicates that the magnitude of the initial costs will be in the neighborhood of
$3,000,000 plus. Utility costs would probably be similar to a permanent structure.
PROS INCLUDE:
• Less capital cost up front.
• Most meets of a moderate size can be held regardless of weather.
• Efficient distribution of heated air and light for greater patron comfort.
CONS INCLUDE:
• The lighting and inside air temperature could be inferior to a permanent
enclosure.
• The swim experience will be somewhat impacted due to the opaque
nature of the membrane and the minimal amount of natural sunlight.
• Visual access to the existing scoreboard is lost.
• The roof will remain in place during the summer months preventing
overhead sunlight.
• This structure has the potential to be disassembled and reassembled 2-3
times during its lifespan, however it is not recommended to be seasonally
removed over the pool. In addition the membrane is not designed to be
removed independently of the structure.
• Loss of spectator space for large swim meets.
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SPRUNG STRUCTURES POOL ENCLOSURE
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3. TEMPORARY SEASONAL ENCLOSURE
Another solution, which is cheaper at the outset than a permanent structure, is
the temporary seasonal enclosure. A single air-supported structure, a “bubble”
or other types of fabric-covered frames, minimally 210 ft by 120 ft or 25,200 SF,
would be erected by City staff or a contractor each spring, and taken down and
stored carefully out of the elements each fall. Estimated costs for annual erection
and tear-down is approximately $40,000 each occurrence.
Temporary lighting and HVAC components, hardware and doors would be
included. The cost for these types of temporary enclosures would include footings
constructed around the deck for anchorage. The challenge to provide a temporary
connection to the locker/shower rooms of the indoor pools, and utility connections
will be an additional cost. Research indicates that the magnitude of the initial costs
will be in the neighborhood of $2,000,000. Based on similar structures, utility
costs could be in a range between $280,000 - $300,000 a year plus a $40,000
cost for every installation or removal. Despite promises from manufacturers, the
useful life for a pool bubble is somewhat less than a comparable tennis bubble
due to the chemical laden atmosphere, weather abuses, and wear and tear from
yearly erection and take down.
PROS INCLUDE:
• Substantially less capital cost up front.
• Could be available in 2 years if fast-tracked.
• Spectator and team areas for large summer meets like MD States, MCSL
Longcourse, and MCSL All Stars will be as available as they are today.
• The swim experience (both good and bad due to weather conditions) will
truly be outdoor.
CONS INCLUDE:
• Meet cancellations and pool closures due to frequent summer storms.
• The lighting and inside air temperature could be inferior to a permanent
enclosure.
• Utility costs could be greater.
• Protection of patrons from deck anchorage during summer use.
• Due to the caustic nature of pool air, the life expectancy of an air supported
structure is not usually more than 8-10 years, necessitating budgeting for
another envelope or implementing a different option.
• The structure may need to be taken down during periods of extreme wind,
snow or ice resulting in an un-planned interruption of operations and an
added expense.
• A cost of around $40,000 is needed everytime it must be taken down or
erected.

SECTION V: ENCLOSING THE FITNESS POOL
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TYPICAL AIR-SUPPORTED ENCLOSURE

INTERIOR LIGHTING FOR POOL BUBBLE

AIR LOCK FOR EXTERIOR DOORS
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HVAC UNIT
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4. REMOVABLE POOL BLANKETS
The least costly and least effective solution for utilizing the fitness pool throughout
the winter would be the use of multiple pool blankets, as is commonly done in
more temperate climates. With the outdoor pool heater already in place, as many
as 13 pool blankets on rollers would allow the staff to cover the pool across the
width, resting upon the lane lines. Staff would uncover only the lanes needed for
each activity, leaving the remainder in place to contain the heat in the water, even
over night. Team and lap swimmers would come poolside dressed to swim.
PROS INCLUDE:
• An affordable solution for most weeks in the fall and spring, and much
of the winter weeks in more mild seasons.
• Use of blankets optimizes the retention of heat in water.
• An immediate solution until a more permanent solution is in place.
CONS INCLUDE:
• Can be challenging to patron comfort on cold days. Since the primary
activity is lap swimming where the participants are submerged in the
warmed water almost entirely, experience elsewhere shows that willing
accommodation by swimmers makes this reasonably feasible.
• Would not necessarily require a covered access from the indoor pool.
• Other program accommodations would have to be sought in the more
severe weather conditions.
• A storage area for portable reels will be needed.
• Daily time to cover and uncover pool space could be extensive
• Staff comfort will be a challenge.
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PORTABLE REELS

POOL BLANKETS IN PLACE
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5. TELESCOPING COVER
The City’s desire to seasonally cover the fitness pool provided the design team
with the opportunity to explore a non-standard solution for a non-standard request.
In theory, a permanent structure that telescopes over the pool in inclement
weather and retracts in the desirable summer months would provide the best of
both worlds. This concept would provide substantial structure allowing for better
insulation, heating and cooling as well as security. This concept would also cut
down on costs associated with the more temporary options such as heating the
pool with blankets and the air supported replacement cost.
A member of the Project Team has visited just such a facility in Spain that has
a telescoping cover. The design team researched this design as well as several
other telescoping options throughout the world. Options and intent were discussed
with the designer and manufacturer of the largest covers, VegaMetal. While they
were thoroughly intrigued with our particular needs, ultimately the response was
negative as far as having the capability to bridge this technology to the 50 meter
size. In addition a concept solution was discussed with Sprung structures that
would involve a similar result. Both options would require more research if a true
hybrid solution is desired.
Taking under consideration the limitations of the current telescoping technology,
a concept has been developed for providing a fixed portion on the north side of
the pool that would include a telescoping cover over the southern two thirds of
the pool. The permanent northern side would include a structure to support part
of the telescoping sections as well as provide for a direct connection back to
the locker rooms. In addition it could provide more interior sheltered seating to
facilitate events or instruction year round regardless of weather. As this is a new
concept, the cost would be in a range of up to 50% more than the first option. The
site has severe limitations on the available deck surrounding the fitness pool.
The resulting size of the telescoping members and permanent section would
necessitate more intensive site work than the other options.
PROS INCLUDE:
• A solution that would work year round
• Heating costs are minimized from other options such as air supported.
• Provides the most flexibility for the City, staff and patron usage.
CONS INCLUDE:
• Heavy site work would be needed
• Design and construction cost may be prohibitive
• Extensive time is required to develop this concept

TELESCOPIC COVERING
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SECTION CUT
(SEE BELOW)

A
PERMANENT
CONNECTION TO
LOCKER ROOMS
AND ENTRANCE

COVERED SEATING

POOL COVER CLOSED

A

COVERED SEATING

POOL COVER OPEN

SECTION AA THROUGH STRUCTURE
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REPORT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
PRIORITY 1: South Pool: The most urgent repairs for the south pool are the repair/
replacement of the deck and associated facility and pool upgrades. The planning and
implementation of the repairs is in the design phase. It is suggested that all significant
building and pool repairs and upgrades be completed within one South Pool project
to minimize downtime of the facility, duplication of work and customer inconvenience.
PRIORITY 2: All repairs and upgrades identified throughout the report as immediate
should be undertaken as soon as practical.
PRIORITY 3: Renovate and expand the locker rooms, including a new design for the
sauna(s), since their location would be impacted by the redesign of the locker rooms.
Note: that the relocation of the spa may also be considered with this project if a second
spa is to be constructed as part of the sauna relocation. Also include with this project the
modifications to the lobby, and contiguous areas. The capacity of the locker rooms must
consider the anticipated enclosure of the fitness pool for year round use.
Note: It would be recommended to schedule the new construction addition portion of the
locker area while allowing for the continued use of the existing adjacent locker rooms.
The existing locker rooms could then be closed in the summer months, from perhaps
June through Labor Day, or into the early fall if necessary, for interior renovation which
would allow the use of the outdoor pool locker rooms. The schedule should allow
18 to 24 months for funding, design, bidding, Notice To Proceed, and 12 months for
construction. It may be possible to continue current programming of all pools without
significant interruptions. As the first priority, the new locker rooms will provide improved
conditions for current patrons, and be ready to serve the patrons who will use the outdoor
fitness pool when it is enclosed for year round use.
PRIORITY 4: Move forward with enclosing the outdoor fitness pool, either permanently,
or with a temporary, seasonal structure. This assumes the pool heater will be replaced.
The necessary modifications to provide patron access, from the natatorium (including
ADA access, which will require the addition of an elevator) will require 8 to 12 months
for construction, and could take place with only minor disruption to the normal facility
operation.
If the seasonal air supported enclosure is chosen to enclose the fitness pool, the
installation of footings to anchor the structure, utility feeds, and ancillary construction
could begin as soon as the pool closes in the fall. A new seasonal enclosure could be in
place in approximately four (4) months.
Note: If the air supported enclosure is chosen, and the lifecycle replacement is multiple
years into the future, the City will have time and experience to evaluate its use and
the additional revenues it has generated to determine if they should proceed to design
a permanent enclosure, or purchase another temporary enclosure.
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If the fitness pool were to be permanently enclosed, and construction were to begin in
perhaps mid-August after the peak summer season, it could be occupied by the following
fall, requiring the pool to be out of service for one summer.
PRIORITY 5: Renovate the north pool into an activity pool for family fun. After the
outdoor fitness pool is enclosed, and so many winter swim activities now diverted to the
enclosed, year round use, fitness pool, a new opportunity for expanded programming is
possible for the north pool. The north pool could be modified and enhanced to provide
the perfect venue for water play activities for children of all ages, through recreational
swim periods, party rentals, special events, etc. A thoughtful design will still allow for
programming of classes and swim instruction during non-prime time leisure use.
If the HVAC system in the north pool facility has not required upgrades prior to this time,
it would be suggested to provide an upgraded HVAC-dehumidification system. Along
with the significant upgrade or replacement of the pool with a leisure/activity pool, these
enhancements would result in a more desirable space for younger families to enjoy.
PRIORITY 6: Provide additional water play features to the outdoor recreation pool.
As noted, this shallow water pool already is very popular with families and young
children. The large water slide is also popular for older children and adults. The portable
water basketball and the underwater swim bench also are well used. But in the era
of water park features being included in public aquatic facilities, patrons expect more
entertainment opportunities. This report suggests several play features that could be
added to the existing pool to do just that. There will also come a time when the water
slide structure will need to be replaced as it surpasses its lifecycle. This will provide
an opportunity to replace it with multiple slides and other features.
There is also the concept of making significant changes or replacing the pools in their
entirety as indicated in the report.
The design and contract process could be scheduled to allow start of construction
immediately after Labor Day and plan to conclude in time for reopening the new and
improved outdoor leisure pool by Memorial Day of the following year. This would prevent
losing a summer season of operation.
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Secure all pumps to bases.

Provide check valves for all pumps (2 pumps).

Relocate flow meter.
Provide backwash chart / tags / color code the pool piping as per
code.
Provide a de-chlorination system and procedures for water discharge
to storm system as per MDE (Maryland Department of the
Environment) code.

Replace the main drain butterfly valve.
Inspect the main drain line and return lines thoroughly during the deck
renovation, and make any necessary improvements to avoid a future
down time at failure.
Replace main drains and piping.

Replace pipe operational supports.
Check UV unit for operation – Relocate panel if necessary to avoid
corrosion and water penetration.
Label all vats and containers. Remove empty acid carboys to outdoor
storage – Tightly seal all other chemical containers to improve
atmosphere for equipment and staff.
Hard wire electrical lines currently using extension cords.

Remove the unused solar heating tank from the filter room.

Install proper backstroke anchors in deck.
Install new, removable, starting blocks and anchors at the deep end
for teaching and training purposes.
Gutter recirculation system with Evacuator.

Replace the corroded bonding wire clamp to the pool structure.

Remove all abandoned underwater lights, patch and retile to match.

Replace lane line eyebolts in pool walls with cup anchors.

Provide depth markers and deck signage per code.

Remove the diving boards and stands.

Remove in-wall water fountains and replace with type recommended
for aquatics environment

Remove all panels/equipment/conduit/etc.. mounted on south pool
walls and relocate to non-pool wall

Remove any abandoned thermostat controls, electric outlets, water
connects, etc..

X

Repairs included in current renovation

X

$30,000.00

X

$600.00

$4,500.00

$4,000.00

$4,500.00

X

X

$2,600.00

X

$3,800.00

$5,000.00

Coordinate with deck replacement

Operator to provide

Repairs included in current renovation

$270,000.00

$3,500.00

Repairs included in current renovation

$26,000.00

X

Repairs included in current renovation

Repairs included in current renovation

Repairs included in current renovation

Repairs included in current renovation

Repairs included in current renovation

Repairs included in current renovation

Supplemental repairs to be included
in current renovation

Supplemental repairs to be included
in current renovation

Supplemental repairs to be included
in current renovation

Supplemental repairs to be included
in current renovation

Supplemental repairs to be included
in current renovation

Repairs included in current renovation

$500.00

in current renovation
Supplemental repairs to be included
in current renovation

$8,000.00

$2,400.00

$10,000.00

$12,000.00

Remarks
Supplemental repairs to be included

$16,000.00

X
X

X

$4,500.00

Enhancements

X
X
X
X

X

X

$4,500.00

$2,000.00

$5,000.00

$12,000.00

$3,000.00

$1,500.00

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

$108,554.00

X

Remove and replace acoustic tiles, Replace light fixtures with type
recommended for aquatic environment and Paint Ceiling (after lighting
and acoustical tile work)

X

$8,100.00

X

Facility
Quality

Fill in wooden wall louvers with permanent structure

X

General
Maintenance

$27,500.00

X

Code Issue Safety Issue

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

X

Repair / insulate roof drain pipes & openings that are exposed to stop
condensation issues that are causing staining

South Pool Aquatics Components Only

The rough order of magnitude costs estimates given are in 2014 dollars, and for budget purposes. They represent only the projected contractor’s fee
to deliver and install their product or improvement, based upon costs from other similar projects. They do not include design, utility runs and hook-ups,
additional related work by others, cost increases, inflation, etc. When budgeting, the City should consider these other factors and increase their budget
estimates accordingly. Additionally, the prices indicated are generated in 2014. A 3% inflation factor should be used for subsequent years.
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South Pool Aquatics Components Only Continued

X
X

The current portable ADA lift must be permanently anchored at
poolside when the pool is open for use.

X
X
X

X

$500.00

X

Secure the pumps to the support pads.*
Replace the cast iron strainer basket with a non-ferrous Mermaide
strainer. This will also help reduce pool staining.*
Hardwire electrical lines currently using chemical feed pumps.

Upgrade exhaust louvers and air return dampers.
Replace the boiler with condensing-type, high-efficiency boilers with
efficiencies of approximately 90% on high fire.
Consider the addition of a chloramines removal system such as the
“Evacuator” to improve the poor air quality.
Properly fill and finish the abandoned skimmers in the free-form pool
area.*
Provide for replastering of the pool walls and floor in the near future
after the stain-producing elements are replaced.*
Inspect the surge tank and plumbing for proper operation and secure
the hatch during operation.
Replace pipe supports in the piping tunnel.

Replace overhead light fixtures with those designed for pool
environments.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

*completed

X

$3,800.00

*completed

X
X
X
X

*completed

*completed

$4,500.00

$12,000.00

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

$4,000.00

Replace missing or stained wall and floor tiles.
Bring depth markers and deck signage to code – add, “no diving”.
Replace the roof top energy recovery unit with a dedicated pool
dehumidification unit and cooling component, with the capability to
provide recovery heat for either the air or water system, as well as
4-6 daily air exchanges.
Modify the existing air distribution system to provide the proper air
movement across the windows, door, walls, and ceiling, to prevent
condensation.
Evaluate the envelope for leakage, insulation values, etc. to
minimize heat loss, heat gain, and condensation.

X

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

$49,400.00

Replace storage room doors and frames with non-ferrous materials.

Facility
Quality

Facility
Quality

$3,000.00

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

X

Code Issue Safety Issue

Code Issue Safety Issue

X
X
X

Replace caulking joints throughout as needed.

North Pool Aquatics Components Only

Totals

Deep end considerations: drop slide(s) with clearance below.

Replace the diving boards with a one-half meter board for teaching
purposes
Deep end considerations: a climbing wall

$6,500.00

$4,500.00

$8,000.00

$21,000.00

$10,000.00

$20,000.00

$380,000.00

$0.00

$200,000.00

$100,000.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

Projected Costs

$28,650.00

$650.00

$10,000.00

$2,500.00

$2,800.00

$1,100.00

X

South Pool Enhancements (cost assume installation of individual items, economy of scale available for multiple installations)

X

Improve the filter room environment conditions to an acceptable level
by painting the walls white, removing old and unused equipment,
improving the lighting and replacing corroded and rusted materials.

X

Encase all flexible chemical tubing in schedule 80 conduit.

Replace all gauges with 6-inch (and snubber valves) (6 gauges with
panel).
Replace all chemical feeder shelves with non-corrosive materials,
(suggest Duradek) and S.S. brackets.
Consider re-instituting the CO2 system to reduce acid use.

$6,500.00

Enhancements

$72,500.00

$38,000.00

$28,000.00

Remarks

Remarks
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North Pool Aquatics Components Only Continued

X

X

X
X

$27,300.00

$3,500.00

X

Provide emergency shut-off switch.
Separate the recirculation system from hydrotherapy jets to reduce
chloramines levels and humidity issues.
Provide auto-fill.

ADA accessible transfer wall.

Provide depth markers and other deck signage as required.

Secure pumps to support pads.
Label and tag all valves — provide operation charts — color code
pipes
Replace the ferrous metal heat exchanger and components
contributing to staining with a unit designed for pool use, and install
professionally.
Improve the overhead lighting.
Relocate the pump that fills the spa from the North Pool storage
room to the filter room.
Replace pipe supports.
Provide discharge system for backwash and drain down water as per
MDE code.
Provide a UV disinfectant system.
Properly mount and secure chemical feeders, and replace the extension
cord with hard wired.
Support all flex tubing in properly supported rigid pipe.

Hydrotherapy Pool (Spa)

Totals

Add underwater bench

Add pipe fall

Add beach wash and bubblers to zero entry

Add tethered "floatables"

Add kiddie "gang" slide with two slides

Add a tumble bucket

Add frog slide

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

Safety Issue

Safety Issue

X

X

X

Code Issue

Code Issue

X

X

X

X

$30,000.00
$7,200.00

X

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

$300,000.00

X

$3,500.00

$2,500.00

$1,600.00

$2,500.00

$3,400.00

$39,000.00

$4,000.00

$5,000.00

$6,500.00

$40,000.00

Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

$9,000.00

$1,500.00

$600.00

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

$589,600.00

X

X

Facility
Quality

Facility
Quality

X

X

X

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

$20,000.00

$10,000.00

$50,000.00

$2,500.00

$500.00

X

Nouth Pool Enhancements (cost assume installation of individual items, economy of scale available for multiple installations)

Add secondary access in addition to the lift, i.e. stairs.

The portable lift must be secured in place during operation.

Encase all flexible, chemical feed lines in schedule 80 piping for
proper support.
Replace the undersized, poorly installed, and crudely repaired heat
exchanger, control wiring, and associated copper piping and
components with a larger sized unit suitable for a pool application.
Repair the chemical “Solution” feeder unit.

Replace all shelving for chemical components with Duradek materials.

$4,000.00
$45,000.00

X
X

$1,500.00

X

Provide backwash/drain-down de-chlorination system.
Provide a UV disinfectant system.

X
X

$1,100.00

$1,500.00

X

X

Color code pipes & tag valves and provide operation chart as per code.

Add a check valve to the pump discharge line whenever the system is
refurbished.
Replace all gauges with 6- inch (with snubber valves) (6 gauges with
panel).

Enhancements

$250,000.00

$12,000.00

$36,000.00

$32,000.00

$18,000.00

$62,000.00

$45,000.00

$45,000.00

Remarks

Remarks

A new lift is recommended

each
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Hydrotherapy Pool Enhancements

Provide a UV disinfectant system.
As per ADA code, provide access to both bodies of water that are
divided by the bridge such as ADA approved lifts.

The pump starters are mounted high on the wall. Provide a wood
platform or the like for staff to reach w/o standing in water on the floor.

Replace all gauges with 6” and snubber valves.
Seal all containers and remove empty carboys to ventilated storage
room.
Support all flexible chemical tubing in rigid PVC.

Properly secure pumps to bases.

Provide check valves on pump discharge and concentric reducers on
suction and discharge side of the pumps. Also, the 6” suction lines
before the strainer should feed into an 8”line instead of 6”. (These
items can be addressed the next time the system is refurbished)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

$45,000.00

X

$20,000.00

$3,500.00

X

$2,500.00

$4,500.00

$1,500.00

$600.00

$4,000.00

$6,000.00

$4,500.00

X
X

$30,000.00

$25,000.00

n/a

$2,500,000.00

$700,000.00

$35,000.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

$37,200.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

$0.00

Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

Projected Costs

$117,000.00

$7,000.00

X

X

$8,000.00

$7,500.00

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

$0.00

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

$2,100.00

X

X

X

Cracks in bridge wall indicate possible structural failure of the beam.
Thorough investigation is required at the time of the scheduled repair.

Beach entry should be renovated to address tripping hazard
between pavers and pool plaster.
Color code pool piping, tag valves, and provide an operations chart as
per code.
Replace deteriorating pipe supports throughout the filter room.
Provide a de-chlorination system for backwash and drain-down water
to meet MDE codes.

X

X

X

X

Patch and seal the vertical separations between the bridge and pool
walls.

Facility
Quality

X
X
X

Facility
Quality

Facility
Quality

Some deck areas need new caulking.

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

Facility
Quality

Code Issue Safety Issue

Code Issue Safety Issue

X

Code Issue Safety Issue

Code Issue Safety Issue

X
X
X
X

General
Maintenance

Outdoor Recreation Pool

Totals

New locker rooms with expansion

ADA renovations to existing locker room

New Co-Ed Sauna

Lobby/Sauna and Locker Rooms

Totals

Option 4: New additional spa and relocate sauna

Option 3: New spa, abandon existing

Option 2: Relocate saunas and expand existing

Option 1: Minor repairs to existing spa

Enhancements

$0.00

Enhancements

n/a

$300,000.00

$245,000.00

$275,000.00

for two lifts

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks

see repairs above
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X

The stairway does not allow for two way access and egress as
currently required by Maryland State Amusement code.

Facility
Quality

Facility
Quality

$500.00

$35,000.00

$5,000.00

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

$70,500.00

Totals

Three slides and tower

Two slides and tower

One slide and tower

Code Issue

Safety
Issue

General
Maintenance

Facility
Quality

X
X
X
$40,000.00

Projected Costs

Projected Costs

$4,700.00

$2,500.00

$2,200.00

$0.00

$70,000.00

$70,000.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

$99,100.00

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

Water Slide Enhancements (cost assume installation of individual items, economy of scale available for multiple installations)

X

X

The catch pool enclosure shall be identified with ropes and floats.

X

X

X
X

X

X

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

X

Code Issue Safety Issue

Code Issue Safety Issue

Water stanchion improvements.
The slide pump located in the filter room should have a check valve
properly located and professionally installed.

It is imperative that staff continues to professionally refurbish the
slide structure and fiberglass flume on an annual basis to avoid
failure or accidents.
Repair and replace sections of railings and other steel members.

Water Slide

Totals

Complete new concept (independent of existing footprint)

Renovations to existing footprint

Add underwater benches with shade structures.

Add a themed kiddie slide to shallow water.

Consider a floating crosswalk play feature.

Add water spray (cooling/aeration) features around the perimeter.

Add a gang slide for smaller children

Replace the aging water slide with a dual slide.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Outdoor Recreation Pool Enhancements (cost assume installation of individual items, economy of scale available for multiple installations)

Add tumble bucket or water “umbrella” in the shallow lagoon area.
$40,000.00

n/a

$850,000.00

$500,000.00

$400,000.00

Enhancements

$827,000.00

option 2

option 1

$42,000.00

$25,000.00

$110,000.00

$45,000.00

$65,000.00

$500,000.00

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks

annual expense

$3,500,000.00

$1,600,000.00

each
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Totals

Replace pipe supports.
The pool filter backwash discharges directly to the storm drain. This
requires de-chlorination, record keeping, and monitoring of discharge
quality.
Provide check valves on pump discharges, as well as concentric
reducers on both the suction side and the discharge side of the pump
systems, when the system is refurbished.
Properly secure pumps to concrete pump bases.
Replace gauges with 6-inch and snubber valves. (6 gauges with
panel)
Support chemical tubing in schedule 80 PVC ridged pipe, with a
service loop of tubing at the connection points.
Provide a UV disinfectant system.

Provide a pool operational chart, tag valves, and color code pipes as
per code.

Remove large hedge between the long deck and the raised team area
to distribute wear and tear on turf as swimmers try to access the pool
deck.
Provide shade structures.

Install outlets for electronic timing systems in appropriate locations.

Relocate the field drain near the pool deck fed by the swale from the
fitness center roof.
Add a french drain (filled with perforated pipe and covered with 2”
washed rock) to accept runoff from the hillside and pool apron.

Reinstitute the use of the Water Monitoring System.

Several of the plastic inlet nozzles are in need of replacement.

Caulk and re-grout all joints in the pool and around the pool perimeter.

Code Issue

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Safety
Issue

X

X
X

General
Maintenance

X

X

Facility
Quality

$68,200.00

Projected Costs

$136,700.00

$45,000.00

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

$1,200.00

X
X

$5,500.00

$4,000.00

$6,000.00

$70,500.00

$60,000.00

X

$8,000.00

$2,500.00

$1,500.00

$8,000.00

$55,000.00

$7,500.00

X

X

$1,200.00

$4,500.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

X

X

X

X

X

$45,000.00

X

Repair gaps in the vertical gutter seams.

X

X

$1,500.00
$16,000.00

X

X

Replace all gutter grating.

Facility
Quality

Replace cracked or missing gutters.

General
Maintenance

Safety
Issue

Immediate repairs and
recommendations
Code Issue

50m Fitness Pool

$0.00

Enhancements

Remarks

Remarks
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X

X

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

X

Facility
Quality

Facility
Quality

X

X

Facility
Quality

$15,000.00

$2,200.00

$750.00

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

$0.00

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

Totals

New tot pool.

Bubblers in sloped pool bottom.

Interactive play features.

Gentle spray fountains.

Enlarge tot pool and install a multilevel play unit similar to the
sprayground.
Small slides with character themes.

Code Issue

Safety
Issue

General
Maintenance

Facility
Quality

X
X
X
X
X

X

$17,950.00

Tot Pool Enhancements (cost assume installation of individual items, economy of scale available for multiple installations)

ADA compliant graduated entry in existing pool

Provide a UV disinfectant system

Enclose chemical tubing in rigid PVC.

Support recirculation piping where necessary.

X

X

X
X

Bring fencing up to current International Building Code.

X

X

X

Bring pool deck signage into compliance with health department code.

Color code piping, tag all valves, and provide an operations chart.

X

X

Replace the current wave type VGB grates with a flat surface model.

Safety
Issue

Safety
Issue

Code Issue

Code Issue

Tot Pool

Totals

X

General
Maintenance

Provide pool blankets (Lincoln Pool Supplies) on reels to be spread
across the width of the pool.

Safety
Issue

X

Code Issue

Replace the heater with a high efficiency unit suitable for pool water.
(Consider the AQUAS commercial pool package by Lochinvar).

Outdoor Pool Heater

Projected Costs

$26,700.00

$25,000.00

$300.00

$400.00

$1,000.00

$35,000.00

$35,000.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

$0.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

$120,000.00

$40,000.00

$80,000.00

Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

$345,000.00

$20,000.00 each

$20,000.00 each

$20,000.00 each

$25,000.00 each

$260,000.00

Enhancements

$0.00

Enhancements

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks

$425,000.00
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$750.00
$28,000.00

Totals

Provide permanent shelving in storage areas attached to the building
and by materials suitable for chemical storage.
A center roof support was removed and replaced with two supports on
either side. The new supports do not appear to be on a footing. This
situation needs to be addressed.

Code Issue

Facility
Quality

$0.00

Projected Costs

$151,500.00

$40,000.00

$5,000.00

$25,000.00

Repair the rollup door, and replace the rusting man doors and frames
with non-ferrous materials (man door should be self locking).

$8,000.00
$11,000.00

$4,000.00

Provide permanently mounted gas space heaters.

Seal the interior walls with a stay-dry material.

$8,500.00

$0.00

$0.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations
Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

Projected Costs

$112,000.00

Improve overhead lighting throughout each room.

General
Maintenance

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

$48,000.00

Improve air circulation to remove heat, moisture, and caustic air.

Safety
Issue

Facility
Quality

Facility
Quality

$20,000.00

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

Repair block walls.

Safety
Issue

Safety
Issue

$30,000.00

Code Issue

Code Issue

X

Repair ceiling.

Ancillary Buildings: Outdoor Filter Room

Totals

New Sprayground in different location

Sprayground Enhancements (cost assume installation of individual items, economy of scale available for multiple installations)

Provide a UV disinfectant system.

$750.00

Provide covers to the electric cabinets.

$2,200.00

$4,500.00

$90,000.00

X
$800.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

$22,000.00

$1,500.00

$8,000.00

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

X

Facility
Quality

$1,500.00

X

X

General
Maintenance

Add a check valve to the features pump.
The fresh water prime line to the pump strainer lid should meet the
plumbing code.
Encase chemical tubing in rigid PVC pipe.

Safety
Issue

Code Issue

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

Secure pumps.

Install drain plugs in the slide run-outs.
Replace missing features with those that work better in the available
spaces.
Consider upgrading the small filter shed, and provide needed storage
spaces.
Reinstall the flow meter properly.

The adjacent fence should meet current codes.

Sprayground

$0.00

Enhancements

$600,000.00

$600,000.00

Enhancements

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks
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Totals

Telescoping Cover Hybrid

Safety
Issue

General
Maintenance

Facility
Quality

$0.00

Projected Costs

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations
Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

Projected Costs

$86,250.00

$750.00

$80,000.00

$5,500.00

* in process

$0.00

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

Projected Costs

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

Projected Costs

$13,250.00

Enhancements

$0.00

Enhancements

$0.00

n/a

$10,000,000.00

$40,000.00

$2,000,000.00

Pool Blankets

Code Issue

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

$0.00

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

$0.00

$750.00

$4,500.00

$8,000.00

Projected Costs

$4,250,000.00

Facility
Quality

Facility
Quality

Facility
Quality

Facility
Quality

Facility
Quality

Enhancements

Air supported structure

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

Long term/optional
repairs and
recommendations

$7,200,000.00

Safety
Issue

Safety
Issue

Safety
Issue

Safety
Issue

Safety
Issue

Short term repairs
and
recommendations

Frame supported membrane

Code Issue

Code Issue

Code Issue

Code Issue

Code Issue

Immediate repairs and
recommendations

Permanent enclosure

50m Fitness Pool Enclosure Options

Totals

Improve signage to identify public restrooms for the ball field patrons.

Redesign layout and new equipment for snack bar.

Provide air conditioning and improved airflow to the building.

Replace the grease interceptor as per code.

Ancillary Buildings: Snack Bar

Totals

Clean and resurface floors with a non-skid material (1 inch ceramic tile is
best).
Provide sufficient overhead light from exterior grade fixtures. See
Appendix A.
Improve exterior signage and educate patrons of its availability.

Ancillary Buildings: Auxiliary Outdoor Restrooms

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks
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TOTALS:

50m Fitness Pool Enclosure Options

Ancillary Buildings: Snack Bar

Ancillary Buildings: Auxiliary Outdoor
Restrooms

Ancillary Buildings: Filter room

Sprayground:

Tot Pool:

Outdoor Pool Heater

50m Fitness Pool:

Water Slide:

Outdoor Recreation Pool:

Lobby/Sauna and Locker Rooms:

$323,450.00

$48,000.00

$17,950.00

$68,200.00

$40,000.00

$70,500.00

$2,100.00

$1,485,450.00

$86,250.00

$13,250.00

$151,500.00

$112,000.00

$26,700.00

$120,000.00

$136,700.00

$4,700.00

$99,100.00

$117,000.00

$27,300.00

North Pool:
Hydrotherapy Pool:

$28,650.00
$589,600.00

$49,400.00

South Pool:

Short term repairs and
recommendations
Projected Costs

Immediate repairs and
recommendations
Projected Costs

AREA

$512,700.00

$35,000.00

$70,500.00

$70,000.00

$850,000.00

3 slides

Telescoping cover hybrid

Pool blankets

Air supported structure

Frame supported membrane

Permanent enclosure

New sprayground

varies

$10,000,000.00

$40,000.00

$2,000,000.00

$4,250,000.00

$7,200,000.00

$600,000.00

$425,000.00

$500,000.00

New tot pool

$400,000.00

1 slide

$3,500,000.00

2 slides

$1,600,000.00
New concept with river

$2,500,000.00

$700,000.00

$35,000.00

$300,000.00

$245,000.00

$275,000.00

$250,000.00

$72,500.00

Projected Costs

Enhancements

Concept within existing pool

ADA renovations to existing
locker room
New locker rooms with
expansion

New Co-Ed Sauna

Option 2: Relocate saunas and
$37,200.00
expand existing
Option 3: New spa, abandon
existing
Option 4: New additional spa and
relocate sauna

$300,000.00

Projected Costs

Long term/optional repairs
and recommendations

The costs estimates given are in 2014 dollars, and for budget purposes. They represent only the projected contractor’s fee to deliver and install their
product or improvement, based upon costs from other similar projects. They do not include design, utility runs and hook-ups, additional related work
by others, cost increases, inflation, etc. When budgeting, the City should consider these other factors and increase their budget estimates accordingly.
Additionally, the prices indicated are generated in 2014. A 3% inflation factor should be used for subsequent years.
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SUMMARY OF POOL RECOMMENDATIONS:
Immediate (Within 6 months to 1 Year):
• Implement the recommendations herein for structural and
equipment repairs and maintenance for each pool.
Short Term (1-3 Years):
• Implement select additions of water play features as noted
to the indoor pools and or outdoor recreation pool as feasible.
• Add select minimal water play features as noted for the recreation
pool.
• Continue to explore options for enclosing the fitness pool
• Expand the indoor locker rooms to alleviate crowded conditions
and bring the facilities into current code compliance.
Long Term (3-10 Years):
• Enclose the fitness pool seasonally or permanently
for year round use.
• If fitness pool is enclosed, convert the north pool into
an activity pool.
• If the fitness pool is enclosed, this will necessitate a locker room
capacity solution; whether that is moving from the current location
or re-locating in another area will need to be determined.
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SECTION VII: APPENDICES
APPENDIX A:
Mechanical, Electrical & Plumbing (MEP)
Mendoza, Ribas & Farinas & Associates
• North Pool HVAC

APPENDIX B:
Structural
Meyer Consulting Engineers (MCE)
• Water Slide Tower
• Outdoor Pool Filter Room (below deck)

APPENDIX C:
Civil Site Assessment of Locker Room Addition
ADTEK Engineers
• Locker Room Site Assessment

APPENDIX D:
ENERGY CONSERVATION STUDY
Weigand Associates, Inc.
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APPENDIX A: Mechanical, Electrical
& Plumbing (MEP) Assessment
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APPENDIX A:
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this study is to report the visual evaluation of the existing mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing (MEP) work, and make recommendations for the north pool,
men’s and women’s locker rooms, and outdoor pools’ filter room for the Rockville Swim
and Fitness Center located in Rockville, Maryland.
The 2008 “Energy Conservation Study” report, prepared by Weigand Associates Inc,
was evaluated and considered on our proposed recommendations.
Our recommendations are as follows:


Replace existing north pool boiler, pumps, and revise hot water piping
systems



Replace existing north pool heat exchangers serving main pool and spa,
including the copper piping between the pool water piping and the heat
exchangers



Replace existing Energy Recovery Unit located on the roof serving
the north pool with a dedicated pool dehumidification system.



Upgrade the air distribution system serving the north pool.



Replace existing locker rooms water closet and urinal fixtures
with low flow consumption fixtures.



Replace existing lavatories with flow restrictor/aerators



Add flow restrictor/aerators to existing showers



Replace outdoor pool water heater.



Provide occupancy sensors in locker rooms.



Replace fluorescent lamps with Philips InstantFit LED lamps

ROOF TOP ENERGY RECOVERY UNIT & ROOF ACCESS FROM BOILER ROOM
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OVERVIEW

Mendoza, Ribas, Farinas and Associates was retained by Smolen-Emr-Ilkovitch
Architects to evaluate the conditions of the existing Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing
(MEP) work related to the north pool, men and women locker rooms, and outdoor
pool mechanical room, and provide upgrade recommendations for these areas of the
Rockville Swim and Fitness Center facility.

The Rockville Swim and Fitness Center facility is located in the City of Rockville, 355
Martins Lane, Rockville Maryland. The facility has been in existence since the 1960’s,
and expanded during the 1980’s. It houses the main administration building, three indoor
pools; south pool not in contract (NIC), north pool, and Hydro-therapy pool within the
North pool structure; Exercise rooms (NIC); women’s locker room; men’s locker room;
outdoor recreation pools; and an outdoor fitness pool.

Mendoza, Ribas, Farinas and Associates scope includes the evaluation of the existing
MEP work for the following areas:
1

North pool with the hydro-therapy pool

2

Men’s and Women’s locker room

3

Filter room for the large outdoor pools.

OBSERVATION ROOM
OVERLOOKING NORTH POOL
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NORTH POOL EXISTING MEP WORK

Note: Based on information provided by the facility manager, the existing Roof Top
Energy Recovery Unit serving the north pool is in the process of being replaced with
an AAON unit model RN-030, treated to withstand the swimming pool environment.
This report will be based on the replacement unit. The AAON unit is not a dedicated
pool dehumidification unit and is not applicable for a natatorium system. The AAON
information shown on the cut sheet supplied by the facility manager includes the following
features:


Gas fired heating section (432.0 MBH capacity)



Hot water pre-heating coil (404.9 MBH capacity)



Supply fan (10,000 cfm, 10 hp mtr)



Exhaust fan (9,000 cfm, 7.5 hp)



Economizer cycle

ROOF TOP HVAC UNIT

EXHAUST VENTS

See City comment regarding HVAC replacement history on page 164.

The north pool was built as an addition to the facility in the 1980’s. It houses a lap pool
and a spa. Along the north wall of the pool there is a boiler room where the hot water
heating system provides heating water for the pool air and the pool water systems. On
the south side of the north pool there is an observation area served by a Carrier Self
Contained Roof Top Unit. On the roof of the north pool there are one Energy Recovery
Unit, four power roof ventilator fans, and four relief vents serving the north pool area.
The north pool lighting is of the fluorescent type. The visual observations of the existing
MEP system serving the north pool are as follows:
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1

Boiler Room:
a. The boiler serving the north pool air and water heating systems is a
natural gas fired boiler and it is the original boiler installed in the 1980’s.
It is a Smith Cast Iron Boiler, Series 28A-8, equipped with a Power Flame
Burner model C2-G-20B, designed for a heating output capacity of
2,050,000 Btu with a firing rate of 2,563,000 Btu (80% efficiency) based
on original design documents. The boiler is utilized to heat the pool air
as well as heat the pool and spa water. The existing gas fired Boiler has
exceeded its life expectancy of about 30 years. The boiler was designed
for an 80% efficiency, and due to its age and conditions it is very likely
operating at a much lower efficiency. Some exterior cabinet panel rusting
is occurring.
b. An existing 225 Amp 120/208V 3Ø 4W panel ‘PB’ installed in the 1980’s
is currently located within the boiler room. This panel serves the boiler,
boiler room lights, rooftop mechanical equipment, pool motors, etc. A
typical electrical panel has a service life expectancy of 30 – 40 years;
however, this panel and the electrical connections to the circuit breakers
appear to be in good condition.
c. This room is presently provided with a fluorescent light fixture utilizing 40
watt T12 lamps. The control consists of a manual toggle switch to turn
the light fixture off/on.
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2

Observation Area:
a. The Carrier Self Contained Roof Top Unit is a 2 ton roof top unit, utilizing
R401-A refrigerant. The unit appears to have been installed recently and
seems to be in good condition. According to the facility manager, the
observation area may be re-purposed in the near future. (See appendix
A, picture 3)
b. This room is presently provided with fluorescent light fixtures utilizing 40
watt T12 lamps (couldn’t confirm at the time of the survey). The control
consists of a manual toggle switch to turn the light fixture off/on.

3

AAON Roof Top Unit
a. The existing AAON RTU does not have dehumidification capability.
It is a heating and ventilating RTU, with heating coils and economizer
dampers. No cooling coil is being installed in the unit. The AAON RTU
is not a dedicated pool unit. The 10,000 cfm of supply air does meet the
AHSRAE recommended 4 to 6 air changes for a public natatorium.

4

Exhaust Fans:
a. There are four power roof ventilator fans located on the roof. The fans
are located two along the north side and two along the south side. The
exterior cabinet of the fans appears to be in good condition. The motors
and dampers were not visible from the roof. The fans were designed to
exhaust a total of 5,000 cfm each.

5

Roof Vents:
a. There are four roof vents located on the roof on the south and north sides.
The exterior casing of the vents appeared to be in good conditions.

6

Air Distribution:
a. The air distribution from the ERU is via metal ductwork and is delivered to
the pool area by linear diffusers located behind architectural louver along
the east and west walls. The ductwork runs in a concealed space, visible
only through the architectural louvers. The linear supply air diffusers
are located within concealed space, behind the continuous architectural
louvers. This location does not allow air to flow across the slanted exterior
windows. The result is condensation on the interior surface of the glass,
which encourages the growth of mold and mildew. (See appendix A,
pictures 5 and 6)
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7

North pool and Hydro-Therapy Pool Heat Exchangers:
a. The Water Heat Exchangers serving the North pool and the hydrotherapy pool are located in the basement, pool filter room. These heat
exchangers are the original Bell & Gossett shell and tube heat exchangers,
and rusting can be observed on the head portion of the exchangers.
The piping material between the pool water piping/spa water piping and
the heat exchanger is of copper material and is not in good conditions.
(See appendix A, picture 7 and 8)

8

Pool Lights:
a. The north pool is presently provided with overhead fluorescent light
fixtures utilizing 32 watt T8 lamps. The control consists of switching circuit
breakers on the electrical pool lighting panel ‘SP’.

ELECTRICAL PANEL
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MEN’S AND WOMEN’S LOCKER ROOMS EXISTING MEP WORK

The outdoor fitness and recreation pools filter room is located between the two pools and
houses a LAARS commercial gas fired pool water heating boiler. This boiler was installed
with the original outdoor pool, and the piping was retro-fitted during the installation of
the current outdoor recreation and fitness pool. No manufacturer information on the pool
water-heating boiler is visible or available from the user.
1

The LAARS commercial gas fired pool water heater serving the outdoor pools is utilized
to heat either the recreation pool or the fitness pool, but not both simultaneously.
The existing LAARS commercial gas fired pool water heating boiler is old. The boiler
name plate is missing and information on the boiler is not available. The boiler has
exceeded its life expectancy. The pools are not heated simultaneously. Manual
valves are used to isolate the pools from each other.

2 This room is presently provided with fluorescent light fixtures utilizing 40 watt T12
lamps. The control consists of a manual toggle switch to turn the light fixture off/on.
The facility staff expressed low visibility in this space due to low lighting levels.

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S LOCKER ROOMS EXISTING MEP WORK
The men and women’s locker room were built when the original facility was built in
the 1960’s. The locker rooms were originally served by the same unit that served the
original pool (South pool). During the construction of the north pool in the 1980’s, the
locker rooms were upgraded. Later, during the addition of the exercise areas, the locker
room air distribution was removed from the south pool air-handling unit. The existing
system is an AAON Air Handling Unit model RN-020, working in conjunction with a
Carrier Condensing Unit model 38ARD024 to provide cooling to the space.
The AAON/Carrier split system is a nominal 20 ton system. The AAON Air Handling Unit
has a supply and a return/exhaust fans. The fans are 3 hp each, 208V/3ph. The supply
fan is a premium efficiency motor with a variable frequency drive, and the return/exhaust
fan is a standard efficiency motor. The cooling coil is a DX coil, and the heating coil is
a hot water coil.. The Carrier Condensing Unit is a two stage condensing unit with two
scroll compressors and two condenser fans. The system is located on the roof above
the locker/lobby areas.
1

Air Distribution: The ductwork distribution for the locker rooms runs above
the ceiling and the air distribution is through ceiling diffusers and registers.

2

Water Closet and Urinals: The existing water closet and urinals are standard
fixtures manually operated/flushed and does not take into account for low
water consumption.

3

Lavatories: The lavatories are standard fixtures manually operated and the
faucets have no restriction to water flow.

4

Showers: The showers are standard fixtures and the valves have no
restrictions to water flow.

Lighting: These rooms are presently provided with fluorescent light fixtures utilizing
40-watt T12 lamps (couldn’t confirm at the time of the survey). The control consists of a
manual toggle switch to turn the light fixture off/on.
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Locker Rooms System:

1

General:
a. The Men’s and Women’s Locker Rooms are recommended to be expanded
and upgraded and the proposed layout and space will be established
during the design phase. These rooms must be maintained at a positive
pressure in relation to the natatorium to prevent pool environment air
from migrating into the space while maintaining a negative pressure in
relation to the lobby area.

2

Roof Top Unit:
a. Replace the existing AAON/Carrier 20 ton nominal split system serving
the Locker Rooms with an AAON model RN-020 packaged roof top
energy recovery unit. The unit shall include the following features:
i. Completely assembled, piped, wired and shipped in one piece
ii. Double wall galvanized steel casing with 2 inch foam injected R-13
insulation
iii. Exterior polyurethane paint finish over primer (exceeds 2,500 hour
salt spray test)
iv. Stainless steel piano hinge on double wall access doors with cast
aluminum ¼ turn latches
v. Digital modulating Scroll compressor with disengaging solenoid
valves, internal thermal overload protection and mounted on rubber
vibration isolators
vi. Automatic reset low-pressure cutout, manual reset high-pressure
cutout
vii. Refrigerant R–410A charge
viii. Factory mounted and tested total energy recovery heat wheel
mounted on rigid frame containing the wheel drive motor, belt drive,
wheel seals and bearings
ix. Plenum (plug) type backward inclined airfoil supply fan with premium
efficiency motor and factory mounted and wired Variable Frequency
Drive.
x. Backward inclined type dynamically balanced exhaust fan with back
draft damper and premium efficiency motor and factory mounted
and wired Variable Frequency Drive.
xi. 0 ~ 100% Outside air hood with 2 position motorized outside air
dampers
xii. Condenser section with 35 degree low ambient operation, coil
guards, direct drive, vertical discharge fans and copper tube,
aluminum fin condenser coil
xiii. Evaporator coil with copper tube, aluminum fin and galvanized steel
casing
xiv. Equalizing-type vertical distributor with thermal expansion valve
xv. 304 Stainless steel drain pan
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xvi. Hot gas reheat coil and modulating control valve piped to lead
refrigerant system
xvii. Natural gas heating section with stainless steel heat exchanger with
modulating gas valve, induced draft blower, electric pressure switch,
and electronic spark ignition
xviii. 4 Inch, 30%-pleated filters with clogged filter switch
xix. Remote smoke detector terminals (smoke detectors provided by
others)
xx. Factory mounted and wired microprocessor Orion VCM controller
with temperature/humidity sensors
xxi. Orion System Manager Touch Screen
xxii. Orion Portable Service Tool
xxiii. Factory mounted and wired 115 volt convenience outlet
xxiv. Single point power block
xxv. Custom solid bottom adapter curb with service platform
xxvi. 5 year compressor parts and 25 year non pro-rated heat exchanger
parts warranty
xxvii. Start up and two (2) year parts & labor warranty

3

Plumbing Fixtures

a. Water Closet and Urinals: Replace the water closets and urinals with low
water consumption flush fixtures (1.28 GPH).
b. Lavatories: Install flow restrictors/aerators to reduce water consumption
(0.5 GPM).
c. Showers: Install flow restrictors/aerators to reduce water consumption
(2.5 GPM).

4

Lighting:

a. The existing fluorescent light fixture shall be retrofitted to accommodate
Philips InstantFit TLED lamps. In addition, the manual toggle switch
controlling the light fixture shall be replaced with a dual technology
occupancy sensor. Provide (2) additional ceiling mounted occupancy
sensors per locker room to ensure adequate coverage.
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Filter Room for Outdoor Pool:
1

General:
a. The existing recreation and fitness outdoor pools are heated by one boiler.
The recreation pool has a volume of 210,000 gallons and the fitness pool
has a volume of 668,000 gallons. Based on initial heating of the pool
water to 84 degrees F from 45 degree F entering water temperature, and
heating the pool for a period of 72 hours, we estimate a heating load of
about 996 MBH for the recreation pool and 3,168 MBH for the outdoor
fitness pool. The existing pool-heating boiler information was not visible
on the boiler itself. The boiler is old and its efficiency is likely to be in the
mid 60%.

2

Note: The above estimate is based on worse case of filling water temperature
at 45 deg F. Higher temperature will reduce the heating time.

3

PHILIPS INSTANTFIT LED LAMP PAYBACK ANALYSIS

Assumptions:
1

$0.09/kwh (Based on current PEPCO Commercial rate)

2

150 fixtures total, 130 1’x4’ strip fixtures with (2) lamps and 20 2’x4’
fluorescent fixtures with (4) lamps.

3

All cost data is based on RS Means 2013. A 4% annual inflation factor is
included in the calculation.

4

The lamp, instant start ballast, and labor are included in the analysis.

Results:
The payback analysis for retrofitting the fixtures to TLED lamps from T-8 and T-12 lamps
indicates a favorable return on investment.
1

The first cost will be approximately $21,440 including ballast, lamp and
labor. The annual energy savings will be approximately $4,272. The payback
period is about 5 years.

2

The type of ballast currently installed in each light fixture could not be verified
at the time of the survey. If the existing fixtures currently have instant start
ballast, then the first cost will reduce to $13,940 including lamp and labor
only. The annual energy savings will remain approximately $4,272. The
payback period is about 3 years and 3 months.
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NORTH POOL HVAC
a. Year-round humidity control, air distribution, evaporation rate, facility
envelope, etc. are important consideration for the design of natatorium
mechanical system. The existing envelope construction deficiencies,
walls, roof, exterior doors, and windows, will be addressed in the
architectural section of the feasibility study.
b. The existing HVAC system does not take into consideration most of these
elements. An evaluation of the facility envelope, dehumidification
system, air distribution ductwork, ventilation requirement to assure
proper indoor air quality, evaporation rates, etc., needs to be performed
by the A&E team during the design phase to address and to achieve
the current natatorium design practices.

LONG TERM PRIORITY Recommendations – North Pool HVAC
Boiler Room equipment:
a. Replace the existing Smith Cast Iron boiler with two Lochinvar FNB1500
Crest Condensing type boilers, rated for 92% efficiency at full firing
rate. Proposed boilers have a capacity of 1,500MBH input and
1,380MBH output each boiler.
b. Replace existing 1.5 hp, 115 gpm, 30 ft head, hot water pump with two
Taco FI1507, 1.5 hp, 115 gpm, 30 ft head, end suction pumps to run
as lead/lag. Provide pump with VFD’s to vary the flow through the
boilers. The two pumps are not to run together. Water flow sized for
30 degree delta, and 150 degree supply water temperature for 1,725
MBH maximum boilers output.
c. Replace the existing boiler room ventilation fan and heater.

LONG TERM Recommendations – North Pool HVAC
Boiler Room Lighting:
a. The existing fluorescent light fixture shall be retrofitted to accommodate
Philips InstantFit TLED lamps. In addition, the manual toggle switch
controlling the light fixture shall be replaced with a dual technology
occupancy sensor.
Observation Area:
a. If this area is to remain, the existing HVAC system can be maintained.
b. The existing fluorescent light fixtures shall be retrofitted to accommodate
Philips InstantFit TLED lamps. In addition, the manual toggle switch
controlling the light fixtures shall be replaced with a dual technology
occupancy sensor.
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LONG TERM PRIORITY Recommendations – North Pool HVAC
Natatorium Dehumidification System:
a. Option 1 (Recommended): Replace the existing AAON RTU with a Pool
Pak pool dehumidification unit model SWHP260 or equal, equipped
with an Air Cooled DX dehumidification and cooling coil, hot water
heating coil, fully modulating economizer, and air heating heat recovery
coil. The unit characteristics:
i. Supply fan 16,000 cfm with a minimum of 5,600 cfm outside air, and the
return/exhaust fan will return 16,800 cfm. This will provide 4-6 air
changes as recommended by ASHRAE.
ii. Estimated pool dehumidification/cooling capacity of 850MBHT, 452MBHS,
iii. Estimated heating capacity of 1,300MBH.
iv. Unit to maintain the space at a negative pressure, at 82-83 degrees F
year round and 55-60% Relative Humidity.
v. Heat recovery for air heating of pool space.
vi. Unit to be located on grade next to pool Boiler room exterior wall.
b. Option 2: Install a PoolPak pool dehumidification unit model SWHP260
as indicated above and operate in conjunction with the existing AAON
RTU. This is less than ideal, but it can be accomplished according to
the PoolPak representative. Their preliminary assessment indicates
that the PoolPak unit is still the same size with only a few modifications
such as:
i. Operate unit in conjunction with the existing AAON unit.
ii. Outside air requirement to be via the existing AAON unit.
iii. Heating requirement to be via the existing AAON unit.
iv. Unit controls to be modified to operate in conjunction with the existing
AAON unit.
North Pool Ductwork and Fans:
a. Replace the existing ductwork distribution serving the proposed pool
dehumidification unit to deliver the higher airflow requirement. Use
aluminum ductwork.
b. Distribute new airflow quantities to cover the exterior envelope and pool
areas.
c. Utilize the four existing exhaust fans located on the roof for purging the
pool air atmosphere during super-chlorination of the pool water.
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LONG TERM Recommendations – North Pool HVAC
Pool Water Heating: In conjunction with suggested enhancements.
a. North Pool –
i. Replace the existing 560MBH pool shell and tube Heating Exchanger
with a new shell and tube heat exchanger, Bowman CNSS650
Series Stainless Steel Pool Heat Exchangers, 600MBH, for heating
chlorinated and bromine pools application.
ii. Replace the existing pool water copper piping between the pool filter
water piping and the heat exchanger with CPVC schedule 80 piping.
Install valves and fitting of the same material as the piping.
b. Hydro-Therapy Pool –
i. Replace the existing 250MBH hydro-therapy pool shell and tube Heating
Exchanger with a new shell and tube heat exchanger, Bowman
CNSS400P Series Stainless Steel Pool Heat Exchangers, 300MBH,
for heating chlorinated and bromine pools application.
ii. Replace the existing pool water copper piping between the pool filter
water piping and the heat exchanger with CPVC Schedule 80 piping.
Install valves and fittings of the same material as the piping.
Pool Lighting:
a. Pool Lighting: The existing fluorescent light fixture shall be retrofitted to
accommodate Philips InstantFit TLED lamps. Lighting levels appear to
be adequate, therefore, the existing light fixture locations and quantity
is sufficient. Additional light fixtures can be added as desired due
to the 48% energy reduction per lamp accomplished with the TLED
lamps.

DISTRESSED OUTDOOR POOL HEATER

CORRODED & INOPERABLE LIGHT FIXTURES
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LOCKER ROOMS
a. The Men’s and Women’s Locker Rooms are recommended to be expanded
and upgraded and the proposed layout and space will be established
during the design phase. These rooms must be maintained at a positive
pressure in relation to the natatorium to prevent pool environment air from
migrating into the space while maintaining a negative pressure in relation
to the lobby area.

LONG TERM Recommendations – Locker Rooms
Roof Top Unit: In conjunction with suggested enhancements.
a. Replace the existing AAON/Carrier 20 ton nominal split system serving
the Locker Rooms with an AAON model RN-020 packaged roof top
energy recovery unit. The unit shall include the following features:
i. Completely assembled, piped, wired and shipped in one piece
ii. Double wall galvanized steel casing with 2 inch foam injected R-13
insulation
iii. Exterior polyurethane paint finish over primer (exceeds 2,500 hour salt
spray test)
iv. Stainless steel piano hinge on double wall access doors with cast
aluminum ¼ turn latches
v. Digital modulating Scroll compressor with disengaging solenoid valves,
internal thermal overload protection and mounted on rubber vibration
isolators
vi. Automatic reset low-pressure cutout, manual reset high-pressure cutout
vii. Refrigerant R–410A charge
viii. Factory mounted and tested total energy recovery heat wheel mounted
on rigid frame containing the wheel drive motor, belt drive, wheel seals
and bearings
ix. Plenum (plug) type backward inclined airfoil supply fan with premium
efficiency motor and factory mounted and wired Variable Frequency
Drive.
x. Backward inclined type dynamically balanced exhaust fan with back draft
damper and premium efficiency motor and factory mounted and wired
Variable Frequency Drive.
xi. 0 ~ 100% Outside air hood with 2 position motorized outside air dampers
xii. Condenser section with 35 degree low ambient operation, coil guards,
direct drive, vertical discharge fans and copper tube, aluminum fin
condenser coil
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LONG TERM Recommendations – Locker Rooms (cont.)
xiii. Evaporator coil with copper tube, aluminum fin and galvanized steel
casing
xiv. Equalizing-type vertical distributor with thermal expansion valve
xv. 304 Stainless steel drain pan
xvi. Hot gas reheat coil and modulating control valve piped to lead refrigerant
system
xvii. Natural gas heating section with stainless steel heat exchanger with
modulating gas valve, induced draft blower, electric pressure switch,
and electronic spark ignition
xviii. 4 Inch, 30%-pleated filters with clogged filter switch
xix. Remote smoke detector terminals (smoke detectors provided by others)
xx. Factory mounted and wired microprocessor Orion VCM controller with
temperature/humidity sensors
xxi. Orion System Manager Touch Screen
xxii. Orion Portable Service Tool
xxiii. Factory mounted and wired 115 volt convenience outlet
xxiv. Single point power block
xxv. Custom solid bottom adapter curb with service platform
xxvi. 5 year compressor parts and 25 year non pro-rated heat exchanger
parts warranty
xxvii. Start up and two (2) year parts & labor warranty
Plumbing Fixtures: In conjunction with suggested enhancements.
a. Water Closet and Urinals: Replace the water closets and urinals with low
water consumption flush fixtures (1.28 GPH).
b. Lavatories: Install flow restrictors/aerators to reduce water consumption
(0.5 GPM).
c. Showers: Install flow restrictors/aerators to reduce water consumption
(2.5 GPM).
4

Lighting:

a. The existing fluorescent light fixture shall be retrofitted to accommodate
Philips InstantFit TLED lamps. In addition, the manual toggle switch
controlling the light fixture shall be replaced with a dual technology
occupancy sensor. Provide (2) additional ceiling mounted occupancy
sensors per locker room to ensure adequate coverage.
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FILTER ROOM ON OUTDOOR POOLS
a. The existing recreation and fitness outdoor pools are heated by one boiler.
The recreation pool has a volume of 210,000 gallons and the fitness pool
has a volume of 668,000 gallons. Based on initial heating of the pool
water to 84 degrees F from 45 degree F entering water temperature, and
heating the pool for a period of 72 hours, we estimate a heating load of
about 996 MBH for the recreation pool and 3,168 MBH for the outdoor
fitness pool. The existing pool-heating boiler information was not visible
on the boiler itself. The boiler is old and its efficiency is likely to be in the
mid 60%.

SHORT TERM Recommendations – Filter Room/Outdoor Pools
Boiler system recommendation:
a. Replace existing LAARS gas fired pool water heater with a newer gas
fired pool water heater, or heaters. The estimated capacities for the
pool heater(s) are based on the volume of water in the pool (210,000
gal for Rec pool, and 668,000 gal for Fitness pool based on owner’s
input), fill water temperature of 45 deg F, final pool water temperature
of 80 deg F, and three days to heat the pool water (72 hours).
i. The estimated load for the recreation pool = 850 MBH
ii. The estimated load for the fitness pool = 2,705 MBH.
b. Option 1: Replace existing LAAR commercial pool heater with a LAAR
commercial pool heater model 4500, with an input capacity of 4,500
MBH, and an output capacity of 3,690 MBH. Boiler dimensions are
54.5”Wx136.5”Lx70”H.. The boiler is capable of heating both pools
simultaneously from 45 to 80 deg F in a period of about 70 hours.
c. Option 2: Replace existing LAAR commercial pool heater with two LAAR
commercial pool heaters model 2450, each with input capacity of
2,450 MBH, and output capacity of 2,009 MBH. Boiler footprint is
55.5”Wx91.5”Lx70”H. These boilers operate together and are capable
of heating both pools simultaneously from 45 to 80 deg F in a period
of about 64 hours. Space for the two boilers will need to be evaluated
during the design phase.
3
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Note: The above estimate is based on worse case of filling water
temperature at 45 deg F. Higher temperature will reduce the heating
time.
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SHORT TERM Recommendations – Filter Room/Outdoor Pools
Heating and Ventilating system:
a. Replace the existing propeller type, filter room ventilation fan with
new propeller type fan at 4,500 cfm, approximately 12 AC. Fan
manufacturers: Cook, Barrypenn, Greenheck, etc.
b. Refurbish or Replace the existing Dayton ceiling hang heater with a new
Dayton heater of same size and capacity. .
Lighting system:
a. The existing fluorescent light fixtures shall be retrofitted to accommodate
Philips InstantFit TLED lamps. Additional light fixtures can be added
as desired due to the 48% energy reduction per lamp accomplished
with the TLED lamps.
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Picture 1 - North Pool Energy Recovery Unit (ERU at time of site visit)

Picture 2 – North Pool Roof equipment

i
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Picture 3 – North Pool Observation Room Roof Top Unit

Picture 4 – North Pool Boiler

ii
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Picture 5 – North Pool – Showing Linear Diffuser behind Architectural Louver

Picture 6 – North Pool – Showing Slanted Exterior Windows

iii
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Picture 7 – North Pool Heat Exchanger Piping

Picture 8 – North Pool Heat Exchanger Piping

iv
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Picture 9 – Locker Room Water Closet

Picture 10 –Locker Room Urinals

v
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Picture 11 – Locker Room Lavatory

\

Picture 12 – Locker Room Showers

vi
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Picture 14 – Outdoor Filter Room Pool Heater

vii
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Picture 14 – North Pool Preliminary Calculation

viii
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Picture 15 – North Pool Spa Preliminary Calculation
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In Summer of 2014, a HVAC unit was installed for the north pool to be
an in-kind replacement of the natatorium’s original unit. At first, a unit was
specified by City staff to have full capabilities (including dehumidification)
for an indoor pool environment. Through the design phase it was learned
that weight of a unit having this capability could not be supported on the roof
of the north pool structure. Due to time and budget constraints associated
with the project’s grant, a decision was made to replace the unit with an
in-kind model so it could be located in place on the roof. For future HVAC
upgrades to serve the north pool it is recommended to add dehumidification
and cooling capabilities to the existing roof top unit to assist with the
condensation build up and improve the air exchange in the space. As
the existing unit reaches the end of its service life a single unit capable
of heating, cooling and dehumidification should be installed.
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APPENDIX B:
STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT
WATER SLIDE ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Condition Assessment
Myer Consulting Engineers (MCE) visited the site to assess the condition of the
Water Slide Tower and support members. The existing steel slide is in good to fair
condition. The structure is maintained well, at least in recent years. At the time of
the site visit, with a few exceptions there were no loose and rusty open parts and
all steel appeared to be in good condition with no further section losses.

STEEL COLUMNS & RADIAL ARM SUPPORTS

However, it was observed that a few existing steel members had some serious
rust and section loss. It appears that they have been cleaned and painted, but
reduced design strength of some members could affect the original design
capacity of the slide.
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SHORT TERM Recommendations – Water Slide
• If the owner decides to keep the existing slide in service, the slide should
be structural inspected and evaluated and any weakened steel members
should be repaired or replaced.

MCE does not recommend adding any new parts to the existing slide
structure. In-addition, MCE does not recommend relocating the existing
slide and slide structure to another location on the site. It will be much more
economically effective to use all new members with a new design.

STAIRCASE TO LAUNCH TOWER

TOWER STRUCTURE

TOWER STRUCTURE

LAUNCH PLATFORM
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OUTDOOR POOLS FILTER ROOM (Below Deck)
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Engineers from MCE also observed the condition of the outdoor pools Below
Deck Filter Room. In addition to the CMU deteriorations and slight settlement
on the foundation they had observed in their previous inspection, they found
numerous deteriorations and cracks on the bottom of the roof slab.
There are a few places where steel beams and column frames have been
modified in the past. It appears some of these modifications do not meet general
engineering practice standards. They should be corrected.

SHORT TERM Recommendations – Outdoor Pools Filter Room
• It is recommended that the City contract with a structural engineering
firm to provide a thorough structural inspection and prepare a complete
set of structural repair drawings to repair the column and beams. See the
accompanying photographs.

DETERIORATION & CRACKS ON BOTTOM OF ROOF SLAB & RUSTING I-BEAMS

CMU DETERIORATION & MOISTURE MIGRATION

It is not the purpose of this report to serve as a guarantee or warranty of the future
performance of the framing structure. The work was limited to the constraints
inherent in the visual inspections. Visual inspections cannot accurately predict
future performance or detect hidden and/or latent defects. The work is limited by
what can be seen by the provided access to framing members.
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APPENDIX C: CIVIL ASSESSMENT FOR
LOCKER ROOM EXPANSION
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APPENDIX C: CIVIL ASSESSMENT FOR
LOCKER ROOM EXPANSION
Rockville Swim Center Expansion – Civil Narrative
1. Provide feedback to the architect on the implication of the expansion on site
features:
a. Water Service – it appears that the main 1” water service to the building
enters the building in the area of the expansion. This may need to be
rerouted internally to facilitate the new addition.
b. Sanitary Sewer Service – it appears that a sanitary sewer from the existing building crosses the area of the proposed building expansion. This
utility may need to be relocated to avoid footings of the new building
addition.
c. Storm Drain – it appears that the storm drain system flows from north to
south in the footprint of the new addition. This storm drain will need to
be relocated to facilitate the new addition.
d. Landscaping – several trees and shrubs will be impacted by the addition; however these trees do not seem to be large enough to be considered specimen or significant.
e. Fire Access – vehicular fire access to the main entrance seems tight.
This should be reviewed during the design and potentially widen the
curb radii to facilitate apparatus movement.
2. Estimate the proposed schedule to process the site permits through the City of
Rockville for approval.
a. The project will be subject to City of Rockville Site Plan Review. The
Review will be subject to a Minor Site Plan Amendment. The process
should be expected to last 5-7 months.
b. After approval of the site Plan the Sediment Control Plan and Stormwater Management Plans must be filed for approval by the City Engineering Department. This should be expected to take 2-3 months.
3. Provide a written narrative describing the stormwater management requirements for the implementation of the plan.
a. Stormwater management will be required to be managed by Environmental Site Design to the maximum extent practicable.
b. Due to the nature of the addition, this can be difficult and may require a
vegetated roof on the building addition.
c. Additionally, there may be opportunities to treat existing untreated parking areas with a micro-biofiltration facility in lieu of treatment of the entire
addition.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to provide results and recommendations from an energy
study conducted for the Rockville Municipal Swim Center (RMSC), Rockville,
Maryland. The energy study examined existing mechanical, plumbing, electrical and
lighting systems against proposed energy conservation opportunities (ECO’s).
The existing building houses two natatorium spaces, locker rooms, exercise rooms
and administrative areas. The building was constructed in two phases, with the latest
phase added in the early 1980’s. Generally, the building lacks what would now be
considered a proper amount of insulation within the building envelope. A lack of
insulation coupled with various mechanical, plumbing and lighting system issues all
contribute to the building’s lack of energy efficiency. Increasing the amount of
insulation within the building envelope will help to reduce annual energy costs.
However, adding additional insulation to an existing building envelope is not
economically feasible and is not recommended.
Several pieces of mechanical equipment have been replaced but the majority of
equipment is original and is older than its rated useful life. The mechanical system
design as a whole is not conducive to energy efficient operation by today’s standards.
Development in the mechanical systems field since the original design of the building
address the unique design requirements of spaces such a natatoriums and locker
rooms in an energy efficient manner, which the existing systems do not. Specifically,
dehumidification is a key element of natatorium design that the RMSC is currently
lacking. To accomplish dehumidification, mechanical cooling must be available. By
installing a geothermal well field, pool dehumidification units, and retrofitting the
remaining spaces in the building with water source heat pumps, the building gains
both the necessary dehumidification and an energy efficient hearing/cooling plant.
Domestic water use will be a driving force behind changes made to the plumbing
systems. The RMSC currently does not pay for domestic water / sewer use but is
scheduled to begin paying this year. Strategies such as installing water efficient
plumbing fixtures and replacing the existing pool filtration systems with systems
requiring much less domestic water will help to limit the cost for domestic water and
sewer the RMSC is responsible for while also promoting sustainable building
practices by conserving water.
Several cost effective lighting control strategies should be implemented into the
building including: occupancy sensors, daylight harvesting, site lighting time clocks
and photo sensors.
The following table lists all recommended courses of action along with the reason for
recommendation. Please note that recommendations are not based solely upon
economics, but include other issues such as promoting sustainable building practices
and replacing equipment that has exceeded its useful life.
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Economic
Payback
Mechanical / Plumbing
Geothermal WSHP Plant
Pool Dehumidification Units
(Water Cooled)
Pool Dehumidification Units (Air
Cooled)3
Pool Filtration System
Low Flow Plumbing Fixtures
Solar Pool Heating System
Solar Domestic Water Heating
Domestic Water Heater
Electrical
High Efficiency Transformers
Demand Metering
Equipment Management Plan
High Efficiency Motors
Lighting
Occupancy Sensors
Daylight Harvesting
Site Lighting Timeclock
Photosensors

Sustainable
Design

Useful Life
Replacement

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Payback
Period (yrs)

$1,665,300.00

X

X
X
X
X

Estimated Cost

N/A

X

$225,400.00

X
X

$400,000.00
$56,900.00
$144,000.00
Varies4
$30,400.00

5 to 7
4 to 10
10

$10,600.00
$770.00
1
N/A

7
1
1

2

X

Varies

N/A

X

$8,200.00
$26,300.00
$5,200.00
$500.00

7
6
2
N/A

X
X
X

Notes:
1. This recommendation requires only training of personnel.
2. First cost of motor replacement will depend on quantity of motors replaced.
3. The air-cooled pool dehumidification units are recommended if the geothermal WSHP system is not installed
4. First cost depends on total size of system desired by RMSC.

As the table indicates, the majority of mechanical and plumbing work is
recommended on the basis of useful life replacement and/or energy efficient or
sustainable design practices while the majority of the lighting and electrical issues are
recommended based on an economics.
It is important that the reader be aware of the driving issues behind our
recommendation to replace the complex heating / cooling plant with a geothermal
WSHP plant. The existing heating / cooling plant configuration includes no
dehumidification control for the natatorium spaces. This is a design deficiency by
today’s standards and is degrading the building envelope. The annual energy cost
will increase due to the addition of the dehumidification capability within the
natatorium spaces. A cost for replacement in kind of existing plant equipment which
has exceeded its rated useful life has not been examined. The geothermal WSHP
plant is far more efficient than a replacement in kind of existing equipment utilizing
the same heating / cooling plant arrangement.
Additionally, a means of
dehumidification would be a necessary addition which could very well have a large
first cost. The RMSC will recognize a significant energy saving over the life of the
geothermal WSHP as opposed to replacing existing equipment in kind and adding the
capability for dehumidification.
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BUILDING INFORMATION
A.

General Overview
We have been contracted to provide a complete energy study for the Rockville
Municipal Swim Center (RMSC). The following narrative will explain the
current operating conditions of the RMSC, list potential energy conservation
opportunities (ECO’s), provide results from a complete facility energy study
and suggest recommendations for viable mechanical, plumbing, electrical and
lighting changes that can be made to the existing building to aid in energy
conservation over the coming years.

B.

RMSC Growth Timeline
The original RMSC was constructed in the late 1960’s and consisted of a
natatorium building, including a pool (south pool), several offices and men’s
and women’s locker rooms, and an exterior pool area, including a large pool
(recreational pool), a small pool (tot pool), bath house/lifeguard’s office and
snack bar. A second indoor pool, (north pool) was added during the early
1980’s along with various renovations in the men’s and women’s locker room
area. In the late 1980’s, a third exterior pool (competition pool) was added to
the site along with a new men’s and women’s locker room. Within the past
five years a children’s sprayground area was installed immediately outside the
east wall of the north pool addition. Currently construction is ongoing on a
fitness center addition adjacent to the south wall of the south natatorium.

C.

Existing Building Conditions
As described above, the RMSC has gone through several major changes since
the building originally opened in the 1960’s. Generally, much of the
mechanical and electrical equipment is original. Pieces of equipment have
been replaced, but wholesale changes have not taken place. Plumbing fixtures
in the exterior bath houses and locker rooms are original, but interior
plumbing fixtures in the lockers rooms were replaced during the addition of
the late 1980’s.
A visual survey conducted at the beginning of the job and review of the
available contract drawings indicated the following issues within the RMSC:
1.

Visible cracks can be found on the exterior side of the south pool walls
in the filtration room. It is unknown at the moment whether those
cracks are caused from high humidity levels within the space and
whether they pose structural concerns.

2.

The spray ground installed on the patio area outside the north pool
discharges water directly onto the building envelope. Inspection when
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the spray ground was not in operation showed visible moisture on the
building envelope. The envelope is brick and block construction.
Brick is an inherently conductive material for moisture and will not
provide a barrier for moisture attempting to pass through the building
envelope. Review of the available documentation indicates that no
vapor barrier exists on this exterior wall. If the spray ground remains
active, action should be taken to prevent stray water from coming in
contact with the existing wall of the north pool.
3.

A discussion with the superintendent of the RMAC revealed that
during colder months condensation is visibly apparent on the glazing
within the north pool.

4.

The existing building envelope is not compliant with current energy
conservation code requirements for insulation values. This is not to
imply that the original design did not comply but rather that existing
requirements are more stringent for energy conservation reasons.
Insulation improvements are discussed later in this report.
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MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS
A.

Existing Conditions
As previously mentioned in the general overview and growth timeline above,
the RMSC has undergone numerous changes and additions to the original
building constructed in the late1960’s. Generally speaking, the natatoriums
are designed to provide a heated and ventilated space to occupants. With the
exception of some plant equipment replacement throughout the years, the
majority of the existing systems are original. A description of each system
can be found.
1.

Original Building – 1967
The original building consists of the main entrance lobby,
administrative offices, conference room, men’s and women’s locker
rooms and the south pool. The mechanical system for this building
began with two air handling units located in the basement. One unit,
AHU-1 (heating and ventilating only), serves the south natatorium and
locker rooms while the other unit, AHU-2 (heating, ventilating and airconditioning), serves the lobby and administrative areas. Both units
have hot water coils and receive hot water from a copper finned tube
type boiler with an efficiency of approximately 82%. The current
boiler was installed in the late 1990’s. Ductwork downstream of
AHU-1 contains hot water reheat coils for forced hot air heating. Both
AHU-1 and AHU-2 have been in operation from the building’s
original construction.
While originally meant to serve the south natatorium and the locker
rooms, AHU-1 now serves only the south natatorium. Air in the south
natatorium is supplied high from the east and west sides of the space
and returned low though a plenum on the east side of the space. An
exhaust fan on the roof provides a means of relief by removing air on
the west side of the space. The locker rooms have been retrofitted
with an energy recovery unit with DX coil and electric heat. AHU-2
continues to provide the office and lobby areas with ventilation,
comfort cooling and comfort heating. Supply air is ducted to floor
registers in each space and returned through a floor register in the
vestibule and a wall grille in the lobby. Information for both air
handling units is listed on available construction design documents
from the original building.
Original plumbing fixtures in the restrooms and locker rooms were
replaced in the addition of the north natatorium. All fixtures are
standard and no water conservation measures were readily visible.
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North Natatorium – 1982
The north natatorium is heated and ventilated by a flat plate heat
exchanger energy recovery unit located on the roof. Heat to the unit is
provided via hot water from a boiler located in the mechanical room
adjacent to the north side of the pool deck. Although no existing
documentation is available for this unit, by using the model number
and fan information we will assume that it supplies 11,000 CFM of
supply air at 100% outdoor air. Air is supplied through linear slot
diffusers placed in the bulkhead or just inside the screening wall along
the exterior walls. Relief is provided by several exhaust fans located
on the roof.

Generally, the RMSC is an aging building, lacking insulation values within
the building envelope that satisfy the current energy code and equipped with
an outdated mechanical system. With the exception of several pieces of
equipment which have been replaced, much of the existing mechanical
equipment has exceeded its useful life. An overhaul of the existing
mechanical system is necessary to bring the building up to date with current,
energy efficient, design practices for natatoriums. This does not mean that the
building cannot function in its current state but rather that an excessive
amount of energy is being consumed to make the building function.

B.

Current Pool Design Practices
Current natatorium design practice should address the following issues:
humidity control, ventilation requirements for air quality, air distribution, duct
design, pool water chemistry and evaporation rates. Ignoring any of these
issues may lead to an ineffective overall system design. At a minimum the
RMSC has no humidity control in the cooling months and lacks proper air
exchange rates for natatorium spaces.
High relative humidity levels can be detrimental to building components
including introducing mold, which can degrade building materials. When left
untreated high humidity levels can lead can lead to a worst case scenario of
condensation on the roof structure leading to collapse. Please note that we are
not suggesting a collapse may occur but that proper dehumidification will help
to prevent condensation on the building components.
Ventilation rates are intended to provide acceptable indoor air quality
conditions and should reflect the requirements of the current governing code.
Depending on pool use, prescribed ventilation rates may or may not be
adequate. It is important to note that air quality may not be solved by simply
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increasing the amount of ventilation air provided to the space. In natatorium
spaces, air quality problems often may be a direct result of water quality
problems, which are discussed below. The duct design for the space should
assure that there is an even mixture of ventilation air throughout. It is
important that there be some air movement at water level to ensure acceptable
indoor air quality. Complaints from swimmers indicate that the highest level
of chemical contaminants (chloramines) occur at the water surface. Excessive
inhalation of these chemicals can have ill effects on the swimmers, especially
young children. Exhaust air grilles should be located as close to the warmest
body of water in the space and the space should be maintained at a negative
pressure with respect to surrounding spaces. Air delivery rates should range
somewhere between four to six air changes per hour for pools with no
spectator areas and six to eight air changes per hour for pools with spectator
areas. When systems are designed to provide minimum quantities of outdoor
air the result is usually a 100% outdoor air delivery system. These rates
usually result in high humidity levels within the space and are not adequate to
produce acceptable indoor air quality, specifically in public facilities subject
to heavy use.
Duct design should take several design strategies into account:
a
b

c

d
e

f

No fiberglass duct liner should be used.
All duct materials should be resistant to chemical corrosion.
Galvanized steel or aluminum should be utilized for duct runs
and all registers, grilles and diffusers should be of aluminum
construction.
Supply air should be distributed against portions of the interior
of the building envelope prone to condensation such as doors
and windows. Additionally, some supply air should be
directed across the water surface.
Return air inlets should be located to recover warm, humid air
and to prevent supply air from short circuiting.
Exhaust air inlets should be located to maximize capture
effectiveness and minimize the recirculation of chloramines
and be taken directly outside, not transferred.
Filters should be 45% - 60% effective as defined in ASHRAE
Standard 52.1 and be installed so as to prevent condensation in
the filter bank. All filter media should be resistant to moisture
degradation.

Pool water chemistry should be watched very carefully as failure to maintain
proper chemistry in the water causes serious air quality issues and
deterioration of mechanical systems and building components. All filtration
equipment should be located in a separate space from the pool and
independently ventilated under negative pressure. Air quality problem arise
from the reaction of chlorine with biological wastes, particularly ammonia,
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which is a byproduct of the breakdown of urine and perspiration. Chlorine
reacts with these wastes and creates chloramines. Simply adding chemicals to
the pool water increases total contaminant levels. In high occupancy pools
water contaminants can double in a single day of operation. The effectiveness
of chlorine is affected by several factors, including water temperature, water
Ph, total chlorine concentration and level of dissolved solids in the water.
Warmer water and higher rate of occupancy, spas generally produce more air
contaminants than pools. Both ozonation and water exchange rates have a
proven potential to reduce chloramines contaminations in the air and water.
A current design of a natatorium space would most likely be based around a
pool dehumidification unit. Several manufacturers produce these types of
units which are designed specifically for this application. For this climate and
type of application a typical unit design would be as shown in the graphic
below. Return air passes through a dehumidification coil before it mixes with
outdoor air and the combined air stream passes through a reheat coil before
being supplied to the space. Excess air is relieved prior to the reheat coil. The
unit also contains a pair of pool water heating coils. One coil utilizes waste
heat from the compressor and the other uses hot water from a boiler.

C.

Explored Energy Conservation Opportunities (ECO’s)
1.

Geothermal Water Source Heat Pump Plant
A geothermal water source heat pump system will replace the existing
heating hot water boiler plant and split system air-cooled plant.
Terminal conditioning units will all be replaced with higher efficiency
water source heat pumps tied to the geothermal loop.
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A pool dehumidification unit will replace the existing air handling
units serving the natatorium areas. This unit will dehumidify the
space, condition the space and/or temper the required ventilation air.
The pool dehumidification unit would be provided with exhaust air
energy recovery and a waste heat pool water heating coil.
An auxiliary heating water boiler water boiler will be paired with the
pool dehumidification unit to provide hot water heat for the heating
season and supplemental pool water heating when the waste heat coil
is not sufficient. The boiler will be a high efficiency (>90%) direct
vent condensing type boiler and will replace the standard efficiency
(~80%) natural draft type boiler.
We studied the feasibility of using desuperheaters on WSHP units to
preheat domestic hot water. Domestic water heaters will be upgraded
from standard efficiency to high efficiency condensing type (80%
increased to 90%+).
2.

Solar Water Heating
At some point during the past the RMSC had a solar water heating
system installed. The system did not work correctly and was
abandoned in place with the exception of the solar heating panels,
which were removed. First cost and payback data are examined in this
report to determine whether a solar heating system would be feasible
to install.

3.

Alternative Domestic Water Heating Methods
A tank less domestic hot water system will replace the existing
traditional storage tank type water heater. The tank less water heater
will require no extra energy to maintain a storage tank of hot water and
will provide only as much hot water as is required while never running
out of hot water during peak demand periods. The useful life of a tank
less hot water heater can approach three times that of a traditional
storage tank hot water heater.

4.

Waste Reduction Strategies
Existing sand filters will be replaced with automatic regenerative
media filters (ARMF) to reduce backwash water discharge. Plumbing
fixtures will be replaced for waste water reduction including the
installation of waterless urinals, water closets with low flush volume
fixtures (1.6 gpf) with dual flush volume valves and shower heads with
low flow heads.
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Building Envelope Improvements
Existing walls have 1” rigid insulation (R-5) which will be upgraded
R-15. The roof insulation will be upgraded from existing R-10 to R30 and reflectivity will be increased.

D.

Whole Building Energy Simulation
1.

Assumptions
a
b
c
d

e
f
g
h
i

j

k
l

2.

Natatorium spaces are classified under IMC 2006 “Sports and
Amusement – Swimming Pools” for ventilation (0.5 CFM/SF).
Natatorium swimming and deck spaces have an occupancy
density of 33.3 SF/Person.
Natatorium seating areas have an occupancy density of 6.67
SF/Person.
Pool temperatures are 84ºF for the north pool, 82ºF for the
south pool and 104ºF for the whirlpool and are maintained year
round.
Indoor design conditions for the natatorium spaces are 82ºF /
60% RH.
Latent heat of vaporization for means of pool water heat
release is 1000 Btu/lb.
Each office houses one occupant and contains one computer.
The main lobby has a maximum occupancy of 10 persons at
any one time and two computers.
The men’s and women’s locker rooms have a maximum
occupancy of 20 persons at any one time and the occupant heat
gain taken from ASHRAE Fundamentals 2005 is 305 Btuh
sensible, 545 Btuh latent (sedentary work).
The exercise room off the north natatorium has a maximum
occupancy of 5 persons at any one time and the occupant heat
gain taken from ASHRAE Fundamentals 2005 is 710 Btuh
sensible, 1090 Btuh latent (Athletics).
Existing tank type domestic water heaters have an efficiency of
80%.
All cost data is retrieved from RS Means 2006. A 10%
increase factor is included in calculations for inflation.

Alternatives
It is important to note with all of the alternatives studied that there is a
first cost involved that has no baseline to compare to. In other words,
during a standard life cycle cost analysis two or more systems are
compared, each with a first cost. For this study, there is no initial first
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cost as the baseline case is the
existing system. It should be
understood that there will be a significant first cost with all
alternatives, but the energy saving over an extended period of time
should also be significant.
a

Alternative #1 - Geothermal Water Source Heat Pump System
This alternative considers the conversion of the existing
heating / cooling plant to a geothermal WSHP plant. The
proposed approach utilized in this option is for a
vertical
borehole well field ground heat exchanger to be used in lieu of
both the supplement heating and heat rejection means. Thus
the well field eliminates all plant equipment currently installed
including the boilers and split system condensing units. The
well field utilizes the earth as a heat sink, extracting and
discharging heat to the earth dependent upon the energy state
of the hydronic loop in a geothermal version of the WSHP
systems operates at a slightly larger range than in a
conventional water source heat pump system (cooling tower
and supplemental boiler). This has two impacts on the system.
First, the heat pump units are more rugged and slightly more
expensive. Second, the hydronic loop requires the addition of
pipe insulation with a vapor barrier to prevent damage from
condensation due to pipe surface temperatures below the space
dew point.
While the conventional WSHP system loop is usually
maintained between 65 and 85 degree F, the geothermal option
can be designed with the minimum loop temperature as low as
25 degree F. Obviously, operating temperatures near or below
freezing require the addition of glycol, which increases first
costs and viscosity related costs. The proposed design intends
on using clean water and the well field is sized to maintain
water temperatures above freezing, with a minimum peak loop
water temperature of 55 degree F. The computer model is
based upon a well field array of 100 vertical bore holes
extending 450 feet deep. The conversion to a geothermal
WSHP plant is a large first cost investment. The following
hydronic equipment will be necessary to support the system:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
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100 Geothermal wells at a depth of 450 ft each
Two frame mounted end suction pump heat pump loop
pumps, each at 426 gpm
A pool dehumidification air handling unit for each
natatorium
A WSHP energy recovery unit for the locker rooms
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v.

Water source heat pumps for all other spaces

It is important to note that the geothermal WSHP system
provides the opportunity for comfort cooling as well as
dehumidification. In order to properly dehumidify ventilation
air and re-circulated air from the natatorium spaces, a cooling
coil is required. A first glance, the overall energy costs for this
option versus the baseline case reveal the following:

Projected Energy
Cost ($/SF)

Existing

Alternative #1

$2.83

$3.24

The cost per square foot for alternative #1 is higher, but the
increase in cost lies primarily with the energy costs for
dehumidification in the natatorium spaces.
With no
dehumidification currently available annual energy costs are
artificially low. By providing a system on par with current
natatorium design techniques the annual energy cost will
increase to account for mechanical system options not available
in the existing system. The first cost estimate for a full
COMPLETE FACILITY
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geothermal WSHP plant is $1,665,287. Please see the
appendix for the full first cost estimate breakdown.
b

Alternative #2 – Geothermal WSHP, Insulation Improvements
& Lighting Control Strategies
This alternative includes increasing the overall R-value of the
building wall to R-11 and the building roof to R-30 insulation
and installing lighting control strategies.
Increasing the insulation value within wall and roof
construction is an effective way to decrease the heating and/or
cooling requirements for any building. The energy simulation
shows the results below:
Cooling
Wall Load Roof Load
(Btuh)
(Btuh)
20118
202965
15682
173626

Baseline
Alternative #1
Performance
Improvement (%)

22

14

Heating
Wall Load Roof Load
(Btuh)
(Btuh)
-68665
-207208
-54574
-176789
21

15

There is a marked improvement when insulations values are
increased in the building envelope. However, it is far easier to
increase insulation values during design and initial construction
than to retrofit an existing building envelope. We do not
recommend retrofitting the building walls with additional
insulation.
c

Alternative #3 – Air-Cooled Rooftop Equipment
Review of the initial report prompted the City of Rockville to
ask for a third alternative to be considered. This alternative
includes the installation of dehumidification control for the
natatorium areas by utilizing air-cooled rooftop equipment.
Essentially, this equipment will perform the same action as the
water-cooled equipment but will have a stand-alone air-cooled
condenser section as opposed to a water-cooled condenser
section that would utilize the geothermal water source heat
pump plant.
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Projected Energy
Cost ($/SF)

Existing

Alternative #1

Alternative #3

$2.83

$3.44

$4.20

As the results show in the table above, the energy cost per
square foot per year for just the addition of two air-cooled
energy recovery units for the natatoriums is greater than the
existing baseline conditions and the geothermal replacement.
The first cost of the air-cooled energy recovery units is
$225,400. Some modifications to existing ductwork may be
required as well, however this cost is significantly lower than
an entire plant replacement.
E.

Solar Energy Pool Water Heating
After meeting to review the original report, the City requested that some
research be conducted in to the possibility of solar water heating as a means of
reducing utility costs. We contacted a leading manufacturer of solar water
heating systems dealing specifically with pool water heating and discovered
the following:
1.

System Design and Principles
Current practice for solar pool heating is through an open system with
direct solar heat transfer to the pool water. Pool water is circulated
directly from the pool through the solar collectors. The solar heating
system is independent of the filtration system and requires its own
pump, hydronic specialties and piping. No storage tank is necessary.
The pool itself essentially acts as the storage tank. A back-up heating
system is always necessary. This back-up system can be the existing
boiler plant.
It is important to note that the solar water heating system will not be
operable during the winter months. The system will be drained down
and the back-up heating system will be utilized for these periods. The
greatest benefit will be realized during the warmer months of the year.
We are aware that the RMSC at one time had a solar heating system
and piping and a storage tank remain, however the manufacturer we
spoke with seems to believe that existing infrastructure will not be able
to be reused.

2.

First Cost
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Generally, the first cost for a pool heating system will be based on a
number of $17 to $20 dollars per square foot of solar panel. A safe
assumption is that the panel square footage will equal 70% of the
square footage of pool surface area. For the RMSC, the indoor pool
and spa surface area is approximately 5,700 SF. At a conservative
number of $20/SF, the total installed first cost would be $114,000.
3.

Payback
During the design of the system the manufacturer will complete a
detailed payback calculation. For purposes of this report the
manufacturer stated that payback for a full installation of this system
will average 5 to 7 years for this area of the country.

F.

Domestic Water Use Reduction
Currently, the RMSC is not responsible for compensating the city water
authority for domestic water and sewer use. As of this year (2008) the RMSC
was scheduled to begin paying for domestic water and sewer use although at
the time of this study a water meter had yet to be installed. The nature of this
building requires a large amount of domestic water use over a year. Water
conservation will play a large part in reducing charges for domestic water and
sewer.
1.

Pool Filtration
Currently, pool, filtration at the RMSC is accomplished by large sand
filters. Sand filters typically have a large requirement for domestic
water during the backwash cycle. A typical backwash cycle for the
RMSC lasts for 10 minutes, requires 1275 gpm of water and is
performed every two weeks. For the months of September through
May water used solely for backwash cycles is estimated at 123,000
gallons of water per month. For the months of June through August
water used solely for backwash cycles is estimated at 227,000 gallons
of water per month. Backwash is discharged to the sanitary sewer at
the same rate. Yearly consumption of water for backwash purposes is
estimated at 1,963,000 gallons.
A relatively new type of filtration system is available which greatly
reduces the amount of domestic water required for the backwash cycle.
An automatic regenerative media filter type arrangement removes the
reverse flushing process required with sand filters by discharging the
sent media to the sewer and occasionally being recharged. Rather than
using sand as the filter media the automatic regenerative media uses
Perlite. The large reduction of backwash translates to a reduction in
chemical and reheat costs associated with introducing make-up water
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to the pool system.
Pressure losses through the filter are
approximately 1 psi as opposed to a typical sand filter pressure drop
ranging from 4 to 6 psi which reduces the horsepower required for the
pumping system.
Estimated yearly consumption of domestic water for backwash
purposes for a regenerative filter system is 3,260 gallons. Preliminary
calculations indicate an annual cost for domestic water and sewer of
$219.00 as opposed to the estimated existing cost of $12,741.60, a
saving of $12,522.60, or a cost reduction of 83%. At an estimated first
cost of $400,000.00, the simple payback period is just under 32 years.
2.

Plumbing Fixtures
Existing plumbing fixtures (including water closets, urinals, lavatories
and shower heads) for the natatorium locker rooms, outside locker
rooms and restrooms are all standard. By simply installing low flow
fixtures domestic water use will be reduced by over 30% over a year’s
time. The estimated first cost for an upgrade of all water closets,
urinals, lavatory faucets and shower heads is $56,915.00. The
projected saving for domestic water use not including pool filtration
over the first year is $880.89. The simple payback calculation equates
to just under 65 years.

3.

Alternative Domestic Water Heating Strategies
a

High Efficiency Tank Type Water Heaters
The existing hot water heaters are approximately 80% efficient.
By replacing them with a water heater with an approximate
efficiency of 92%, the energy consumption for domestic hot
water is reduced by 37.5% over a year. This energy savings
translates to a yearly cost saving of $3,043.00. The first cost to
replace the existing water heaters with high efficiency models
is estimated at $30,400.00. The simply payback equates to just
under 10 years.

b

Tankless Type Water Heaters
A second option to replacing the existing hot water heaters is to
use a tank less water heater. These water heaters do not require
energy for storage tank heating. Essentially, the consumer only
heats the water required at a given time as opposed to
maintaining a set temperature of water in a storage tank.
However, research into tank less water heaters revealed
efficiency similar to the standard tank type heaters (80%)
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currently installed. We would not recommend installing a
domestic water heater that has the same efficiency as the
existing units.
c

Solar Energy Domestic Water Heating
After reviewing the original study the City of Rockville
requested that we research the possibility of domestic water
heating by solar panels. This type of water heating is
significantly different than the information provided above
dealing with solar pool water heating. Unlike the pool water
heating where the pool water itself is circulated through the
solar collectors, this type of water heating utilizes a separate
water loop through the collectors and a heat exchanger between
the solar collector loop and the actual potable water loop and is
operable all year long as there is freeze protection.
We are aware that some existing infrastructure exists from a
past installation of solar water heating. Due to changes in solar
heating technology full or partial use of the existing system
would need to be closely studied during the design of a new
system.
The size of the solar collector system will be based on the
amount of hot water storage the City would like to
accommodate. The table below examines the size of solar
collectors required to accommodate sufficient storage for
continuous use of the indoor locker showers during a period of
maximum use. Maximum use periods examined are 20, 30 and
60 minutes. The maximum use period would have to be
determined during design with data gathered from the RMSC.

Peak Use Length
(min)
20
30
60

Max Use
(gal)
1440
1787
4320

Solar Tubes
Req'd.
1191
1787
3573

Collectors
1
Req'd.
48
72
143

Collector
Area (SF)
1152
1728
3432

Collector First
2
Cost ($)
$48,000.00
$72,000.00
$143,000.00

1. Based upon a 25 tube collector
2. Based on a first cost of $1000/collector

Payback periods will depend on the total number of collectors
installed, fuels costs, reuse of existing infrastructure, etc. but
according to manufacturer information vary between 4 and 10
years.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
The electrical side of the energy saving equation will be closely aligned with the
mechanical updates. With the addition of higher efficiency and smaller mechanical
units, the energy consumption will be reduced. However, there are several areas
within the electrical area alone, where energy can be saved with small adjustments,
replacements, and minor equipment additions. These will be broken into two
sections; power and lighting. Each section will describe existing conditions prior to
offering recommendations for energy saving opportunities.
A.

Existing Conditions
The existing power systems have been updated and replaced throughout the
years. Not all the documentation is available. Based on our observations and
existing documentation, the original complex was built with three separate
meters and three main distribution panels (MDPs) serving the main building,
the bath house, and the snack bar. These were installed when the building was
built (est. 1968). Since then, there have been several updates in which panels
were added and MDPs are shown as replaced on drawings. Also some of the
drawings show work that does not appear to have happened. All in all, the
equipment is functioning but many of the original panels appear to be close to
the end of their useful life. A typical panel has a service life of roughly 30
years. The original panels are 40 years old. Typical problems would be faulty
breakers or poor connections, which could result in some energy losses. If
maintained and no problems arise, these panels can remain in service. The
existing conductors were obviously not accessible. However, if conductors
installed at the time the building was built remain undisturbed, then they
should be in relatively good condition.
There are several areas within the power distribution system that can be
tweaked or modified to allow for some moderate energy saving.

B.

Transformers
There are only two transformers in the building, and both appear to be serving
only a single piece of mechanical equipment apiece. An energy saving
payback calculation was performed for these two units to units to determine
the feasibility of replacing the both of them with Powersmith’s high efficiency
transformer. The payback period for replacing both units is about 8 years,
with a total savings of about $75,000 over a 20 year period. The initial cost of
installing these units, including labor for removal of old and installation of
new is about $10,500.

C.

Demand Shaving
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Demand shaving is the practice of managing a building’s energy requirements
throughout the day in an effort to avoid using a high amount of power during
the peak period of the day, thus saving money on demand charges applied by
PEPCO. The best way to accomplish this is with the use of a demand meter,
which would be installed at each service entrance. This would actively
monitor the demand load in KW. Then, using the building management
system, develop an effective schedule that reduces energy use during peak
demand times. The cost of a Square D PowerLogic demand meter is
approximately $770. The payback period contains too many variables to give
an accurate timeline, but should be relatively short; not more than 2 years.
D.

Equipment Management
This involves training employees on good energy management strategies.
Develop a schedule to completely cut power to certain devices or equipment
that will not be used for an extended period of time. Many devices that are
still plugged in, such as TV’s, still consume a small amount electricity even
when off. Other examples of equipment that would be a part of this schedule
would be computers, exercise equipment, and battery chargers. Obviously
lighting is another power drain when not being used, and this has been
covered in the lighting section of this report.

E.

High Efficiency Motors
By substituting premium efficiency motors in for standard motors, (such as
the large pump on the filtration system) will result in decrease energy load and
produce saving on the electric bill. Payback periods for these substitutions
will vary based on existing motor efficiency and exact replacement model.
But with energy prices on the rise, a short payback is very realistic with
savings many times over the initial cost.

F.

Alternative Energy Source
The possibility of using a photovoltaic system was examined. However it was
found that the amount of energy produced did not justify the cost associated
with the system and installation. On average, it cost about 10 dollars per watt.
So in other words, a system installed that would produce around 5,000 watts
(5 KW) would cost about $50,000 to install. Based on estimated conservative
conditions, the payback period would be at least 25-35 years. We do not
recommend this option.
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LIGHTING SYSTEMS
A.

Summary
After the site visits, drawings, and e-mails exchanged, we were able to find a
few energy conservation opportunities with lighting controls. These controls
would include occupancy sensors, time clocks, photo sensors, and possibly a
daylight harvesting system. The payback periods for these systems range
from 6 months to 6 and a half years. We also investigated the types of lamps
and ballasts used throughout the facility, and the type of exit signs, whether
they are LED or incandescent. Some of this information was inconclusive due
to lack of information, and some was not cost effective at all. Finally, we
investigated the possibility of reducing light fixtures in the pool areas to
reduce energy use. This brought to our attention that the light levels in these
areas are lower than the IES recommended values. Also noted throughout this
report are possible code issues that the Swim Center might not have been
aware of. Lastly, at the end of this report, some of the occupant requests and
site visit observations were noted.

B.

Existing Conditions
1.

Controls
a
b
c

2.

Ballasts
a

3.

It is unknown what types of ballasts are used in this facility.

Lamps
a

C.

Offices, corridors, gyms, locker rooms, and the conference
room are all controlled by a standard toggle switch.
Indoor and outdoor pool areas are all controlled by switching
breakers.
The parking lot site lighting is controlled by a photo sensor, but
when the photo sensor fails to operate properly, the occupant
flips a toggle switch to turn the lights on in the evening and off
in the morning.

The facility is equipped with mostly T-8 lamps, but some
spaces still have the less efficient T-12 lamps. These spaces
include but are not limited to the storage rooms and outside
mechanical building.

Current Lighting Design Practices
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1.

Controls
a

Offices, conference room, and restrooms are typically design
with occupancy sensors to reduce energy consumption for
these particular spaces.
Exterior lighting is typically designed with both a time clock
and photo sensor. The photo sensor allows the lights to turn on
at dusk and off at dawn. To reduce energy consumption, the
time clock turns 50% of the lights off 30 minutes after the close
of business and then turns them back on 30 minutes before the
open of business. This way lights aren’t being used when they
aren’t required.
In spaces where lots of daylight penetrates into the space,
photo sensors are used to dim or turn off the lights to reduce
energy consumption.

b

c

2.

Ballasts
a

3.

b

Occupancy Sensors
Daylight Harvesting
Site Lighting Time Clock
Photosensors
Ballast Retrofit
LED Exit Signs
Replace T-12 Lamps
Adjust Fixture Layout

Whole Building Energy Simulation
1.

COMPLETE FACILITY
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The industry typically uses T-8 lamps for linear fluorescent
since they are more efficient than T-12’s. In some facilities, T5 lamps are used rather than T-8’s since they are even more
efficient.
All exit signs are design with LED lamps compared to
incandescent due to LED’s high efficiency as well.

Explored Energy Conservation Opportunities (ECO’s)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

E.

Fluorescent fixtures are design with electronic ballasts due to
there excellent quality, ballast factor, and energy efficiency.

Lamps
a

D.

ROCKVILLE, MD

Assumptions
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All cost data is retrieved from RS Means 2006. A 10%
increase factor is included in calculations for inflation.

Alternatives
Alternative #1 – Occupancy Sensors
Placing occupancy sensors in the offices, locker rooms, gyms, and
conference room is an effective way to reduce energy consumption.
For the purpose of this study, we assumed an occupied/unoccupied
schedule for the spaces mentioned above based on the facilities
operating hours and both pool schedules which we received from the
swim center’s superintendent.

3.

Results
The energy simulation resulted in a 6.5% decrease of yearly energy
consumption for lighting purposes, or a yearly savings of
approximately $1,224.00. With an estimated first cost of $8,152.15
the simple payback is just over 6.5 years. With energy costs on the
rise we would recommend installing occupancy sensors throughout
the building.

4.

Other Observations
Other spaces that would benefit from having occupancy sensors that
we did not include in a building energy simulation would be both
outside bath houses.

F.

Payback Analysis for Daylight Harvesting
1.

Assumptions
a
b
c

2.

Window Transmittance is 80%
Quantity of fluorescent lighting based on square
Reflectance of room surfaces 80-50-20

footage

Alternatives
Alternative #1 – Daylight Harvesting
Lutron’s Eco-system is an effective daylight harvesting lighting
control system. By incorporating this lighting control system into the
pool spaces, it allows each light fixture to be dimmed independently
based on the photo sensor’s reading of the daylight penetrating into the
space. By dimming these fixtures when full light output of the fixture
is not needed, it effectively reduces energy consumption for the space.
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Results
After investigating this system and completing a payback analysis, the
added construction cost came out to be approximately $26,260 while
the annual savings came out to be approximately $4,800. Thus the
payback period is about 5 and a half years.

4.

Code Issues
Currently, the interior pool lights are being switched by circuit
breakers. Per code, these circuit breakers should be listed and marked
SWD.

5.

Maintenance Issues
Since the lights over the pools surface are above 7 ½ feet and are
totally enclosed, and as long as they have GFCI protection, these
fixtures are not against code, but they do create a maintenance issue.
If the pool is being drained specifically to change out the lamps in
these fixtures, the maintenance team should reschedule lamp
replacement when pool will be drained for other maintenance issues. A
payback analysis was not completed since the swim center is currently
not paying for water usage, but when the swim center does start paying
for water, each pool will cost around $1,000 to drain and fill.

G.

Payback Analysis for New Photo Sensor and Time Clock
1.

Assumptions
a
b
c
d

e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
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$0.12/kwh
50 fixtures total
With 25 fixtures off, 0.2fc’s are still achieved on parking
surface
All cost data is retrieved from RS Means 2006. A 10%
increase factor is included in calculations for inflation over the
past 2 years.
Final cost includes overhead and profit.
Close of business 10pm, open of business 4:45am.
Operating hours: dusk-8pm and dawn 6am.
Each fixture uses a 400 watt lamp.
Each ballast uses 458 watts.
Each parking lot would utilize their own photosensor, time
clock, relay panel and enclosure.
Each relay panel is rated for 100 amps.
Each relay enclosure is 8 inches x 8 inches x 4 inches.
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#12 solid copper THHW wire.
¾” EMT conduit.
200 feet of wire and conduit for both parking lot controls.
50 feet of wire and conduit for the 2 façade lighting fixtures.
The overhead and profit for the photocell is 30%.
Lamp replacement cost was not included since the City of
Rockville changes the lamps.
Current fixtures are on all night long.

Alternatives
Alternative #1 – Time clock for Parking Lot Lights
Incorporate a time clock and replace the existing photo sensor to
control parking lot light fixtures. This will reduce energy consumption
when no one is occupying the building while still allowing security
lighting. Ultimately, the lights will turn on at dusk, off 30 minutes
after the close of business, back on 30 min before the open of business,
and then finally off at dawn. Each parking lot would have there own
controls system.
Alternative #2 – Façade lights
Also add the always on fixtures mounted on the bath house façade
onto the photo sensor and time clock.

3.

Results
We completed a payback analysis for the new photo sensor and time
clock to the exterior parking lot lights and the façade lights.
Alternative #1 – The total first cost for the photo sensor, time clock,
relay panel and enclosure comes out to approximately $5,200. The
current cost of energy with the parking lot light fixtures on 100% of
the time at night comes out to approximately $10,000 per year. The
new cost of energy with 50% of these lights off for most of the night
comes out to approximately $6,300 per year. Thus, the total energy
cost savings comes out to be approximately $3,700 per year. Finally,
by adding the new control systems to the two parking lots, the payback
period would be approximately 1 year and 5 months.
Alternative #2 – This calculation was completed assuming all the
equipment except for the wire and conduit was included in the parking
lot site lighting payback analysis.
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The total first cost for the equipment and labor comes out to
approximately $300. The current cost of energy with these two lights
on 24 hours a day, 7 days a week comes out to approximately $950 per
year. By adding these fixtures to a time clock, the new cost of energy
comes out to approximately $400 per year. Thus, the total energy cost
savings comes out to be approximately $550 per year. Finally, by
adding these 2 fixtures to the new time clock, the new control system
payback period would be approximately 6 months.
H.

Photo Sensors
1.

Alternatives
Alternative #1 – Photo sensors
Place photo sensors in the life guard station and the Olympic pool bath
house to reduce energy consumption where daylight is adequate.

2.

Results
After further investigation, the lights in these spaces were off when
adequate daylight was available. Suggest placing photo sensors in for
a more automatic lighting control system.

I.

Ballast Retrofit
1.

Alternatives
Alternative #1 – Ballasts
Upgrade ballasts to electronic type for better efficiency and energy
cost savings.

2.

Results
After contacting Mark Eldridge, the superintendent of the Rockville
Swim Center, he informed me that there are no drawings for the
Johnson Control energy project completed by the city of Rockville.
He directed me to Mark Kibiloski with the Rockville Parks Division,
the city of Rockville’s project manager for the Johnson Controls
project. Mark Kibiloski has yet to get back to me on this issue.

J.

LED Exit Signs
1.
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Alternative #1 – LED’s
Upgrade existing exit signs to LED to reduce energy costs.
2.

Results
The existing building plans from 1967 called for a Day-Brite brand
exit sign. After visiting the site, it was noted that the current exit signs
are a Astralite brand. Doing some further investigation and
correspondence, it was noted that Astralite only offers LED exit signs
of the same type that is currently at the swim center and it was
mentioned by the swim center superintendent that replacing the exit
signs were part of the Johnson Controls energy project 3 years ago. It
is safe to say, that the current exit signs are already LED.

K.

T-12 Light Fixtures Payback Analysis
1.

Alternatives
Alternative #1 – T-12’s
Upgrade remaining T-12 fixtures in the mechanical and storage rooms
where they still exist to reduce energy costs.

2.

Assumptions
a
b
c

d
e
f
g

3.

$0.12/kwh
15 fixtures total, five fixtures were 4 feet and 10 fixtures were
8 feet
All cost data is retrieved from RS Means 2006. A 10%
increase factor is included in calculations for inflation for the
past 2 years.
Final cost includes overhead and profit.
Storage room and mechanical room lights on for an average of
2 hours a day for 365 days a year.
The overhead and profit for the retrofit kit is 30%.
The lamp, ballast and retrofit kit material and labor was
included in the analysis.

Results
The cost analysis for retrofitting the industrial fixtures currently using
T-12 lamps to T-8’s showed that the energy savings does not benefit
from retrofitting these last T-12 fixtures. The first cost would be
approximately $3,200 while the energy savings would only be
approximately $20 per year.
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Other Observations
A lot of the lamps in these spaces are either out or are dirty. Replace
lamps as necessary.

L.

Adjusting Light Fixture Layout
1.

Assumptions
a
b
c
d
e

2.

IES files used for the calculation are from simila Columbia
Lighting fixtures.
The fixtures are labeled for wet location.
AutoCAD models were built based on available drawings and
site visit observations.
The IES Class of Play and Facilities is from Amateur League
to recreational events. Assumed class 3.
The current IES recommended foot candle level for swimming
on the horizontal surface is 30 fc.

Alternatives
Alternative #1 – Mounting height.
Moving the fixtures from inside the ceiling bays to level with the
ceiling bays will increase the light output for these fixtures.
Alternative #2 – Mounting Location
Redesign the lighting layout so new fixtures are mounted over the
pool’s deck instead of over the water’s surface. This will reduce
maintenance cost by not having to drain the pool when lamp
replacement is required.
Alternative #3 – Under water lights
Install high efficient, low maintenance under water lights in the South
pool. This would reduce the required amount of light fixture above the
pool or allow for dimming of the fixtures with a lighting control
system, thus conserving energy.

3.

Results
Alternative #1 – Mounting height.
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After calculating the horizontal foot candle level for the North pool,
the average foot candle level over the pools surface was approximately
16fc and the max level was 23fc. Once the fixture’s mounting height
was adjusted so the lights were equal with the bottom of the bays, the
average foot candle level was then 18fc and the max level was 24fc.
By lowering the fixtures to be outside the bays, an increase average of
2fc’s was gained which is approximately 12%. Since the South pool’s
ceiling bays are shallower than the North pool, it is assumed an even
smaller amount of light will be gained by dropping those fixtures. It
should be noted that the current light levels do not meet the IES
recommend value.
Alternative #2 – Mounting Location
As mentioned earlier, the cost of emptying the pool to re-lamp the
light fixtures would be around $1,000 per pool. A new lighting design
can be completed so the light levels will meet the current
recommended IES value as well as reduce water waste.
Alternative #3 – Under water lights
Since the current light levels do not meet the IES recommended value
for the horizontal surface of the pool, there is no opportunity to reduce
the number of fixtures by adding in under water lights.
4.

Other Observations
Other spaces that would benefit from having occupancy sensors that
we did not include in a building energy simulation would be both
outside bath houses.

M.

Occupant Request and Site Visit Observations
1.

Exterior Pool Lighting
a

Code Issues
Currently, the exterior pool lights are being switched by circuit
breakers. Per code, these circuit breakers should be listed and
marked HID. Consider placing these lights on a time clock and
photo sensor to simplify the controls and create an automatic
lighting control system where occupant input is not needed.

b

Other Observations
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Occupant requested more light be added to the shallow end of
the outdoor Olympic size swimming pool. There is also a
fixture head pointed into the wooded area. Possibly move
fixture head onto a newpole located at the shallow end of
swimming pool.
Two fixtures mounted on the front façade of the lifeguard’s
bathhouse are always on. Place these on parking lot time clock
and photocell to reduce energy waste.
It was mentioned that 2 circuits for the outdoor play pool are
on an always on circuit for night lighting. It is suggested to
add these on to a photo sensor and time clock to reduce energy
waste during the day.
2.

South Pool Electrical / Mechanical Room
More light is needed on the west side of the south pool wall in the
electrical/mechanical room for maintenance purposes.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

Mechanical and Plumbing
1.

Geothermal Water Source Heat Pump Systems: Although the first cost
seems large the energy costs throughout the life of the equipment are
worth the investment. To accomplish a system design in line with
current practices the equipment must provide dehumidification. There
is currently no capability for dehumidification. A geothermal water
source heat pump plant is extremely energy efficient, takes a minimal
amount of floor space within the building and is a relatively simple
design in terms of equipment.

2.

Pool Dehumidification Unit: Install a pool dehumidification unit for
each natatorium space for space conditioning.
The pool
dehumidification unit will also provide an essentially free energy
source for partial heating of the pool water. If the geothermal water
source heat pump system is not installed, use the air-cooled equivalent
version of the equipment.

3.

Pool Filtration System: Replace the existing sand filtration system
with a regenerative media type filtration system. There is a cost
premium associated with the upgrade to this type of filtration system,
but the cost and environmental impacts of reducing the domestic water
and sewer demand over the coming years should be worth the initial
investment.

4.

Low Flow Type Plumbing Fixtures: Replace all fixtures with low
flow type fixtures to aid in water conservation. The first cost of the
fixture replacement may be high, but when coupled with the
water/sewer saving from the replacement of the filtration system this
will be a solid investment for the coming years when the RMSC is
responsible for paying water/sewer bills.

5.

Solar Pool Water Heating: Install a solar heating system for the pool
water heating. With an expected payback of 5 to 7 years coupled with
the reduction of fuel use this option is both economically feasible and
sound sustainable design.

6.

Solar Domestic Water Heating: Install a solar heating system for the
domestic water systems. By heating and storing domestic water
during hours when the domestic water systems are not placed under a
heavy use load the size of domestic water heaters could potentially be
reduced.
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7.

B.

1.

We recommend the replacement of the existing transformers with
Powersmith’s high efficiency transformers. The initial payback period
may not be ideal but as electric rates increase the payback will be
reduced and the cost savings will increase.

2.

We recommend the use of a demand meter as a cheap, non invasive
method to reduce energy costs.

3.

We recommend implementing an equipment management plan for the
same reasons listed in the previous recommendations. It is a good way
to reduce energy costs with very little monetary or time investment.
We highly recommend the use of high efficiency motors over standard
motors at every opportunity possible.

Lighting
1.

Occupancy Sensors: With a payback period of six and a half years this
will be a good investment. For a relatively small first cost the lighting
essentially controls itself, not relying on occupants of the building to
switch lights off when leaving spaces.

2.

Daylight Harvesting: With a five and a half year payback period this
will also be a good investment. This cost analysis was done with the
existing light fixture and layout and would need to be recomputed if a
new lighting layout is desired.

3.

Site Lighting Time Clock: With the City of Rockville in the process
of incorporating new codes which will include the site lighting to be
switched to 50 percent off 30 min after the close of business and a
payback period of less than two years to add a new photo sensor and
time clock, these lighting controls are definitely recommended to save
energy and reduce light pollution.

4.

Photo sensors: Since the lights in the bathhouses and life guard houses
are typically turned off when they are not needed, photo sensors are
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Domestic Water Heater Replacement: Although the payback may be
slightly longer than desired, replacing the existing domestic water
heaters with more efficient models will address energy efficient design
and will also aid in preventing (by means of an in depth study of peck
hot water use) the loss of hot water at peak demand instances. By
replacing the existing hot water heaters and installing a solar water
heating system the energy use for domestic hot water should be greatly
reduced.

Electrical

4.

C.
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not needed, but if the owner desires a more automatic lighting control
system where occupant input is not required, photo sensors are
recommended.
5.

Adjust fixture layout: No energy savings, but fixture layout should be
adjusted so the light levels will comply with IES recommended values.
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Appendix
DATE PREPARED

CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE
PROJECT

SHEET

25-Aug-08
PROJECT NO.

PURPOSE

Rockville Municipal Swim Center

WAI

CLIENT

BUILDING SIZE

City of Rockville

8023 First Cost Estimate
CATEGORY

24,107 SF
DESCRIPTION OF WORK

1 of 1

ESTIMATOR

J. Kramer
CHECKED BY

Mechanical

M. Weigand

QUANTITY

SC MATERIAL & LABOR

NO.

UNIT

PER

TOTAL

UNITS

MEAS.

UNIT

COST

FULL GEOTHERMAL WSHP SYSTEM

Add

Baseline Mechanical Cost 24,107 s.f. x $23.82/s.f.
Geothermal Well Field (450 ft deep each)

Add
Add

Pool Dehumidification Unit (South Pool)
Pool Dehumidification Unit (North Pool)

1 lot
100 ea

$574,229
$9,000

$574,229
$900,000

1 ea
1 ea

$88,452
$102,606

$88,452
$102,606

$1,665,287

TOTAL

Notes
1

Baseline price is based upon a cost estimate from Thomas Farm Community Center (2006) and includes all mechanical costs with the
exception of the pool dehumidification units and the geothermal wellfield. We have included a 10% construction cost increase.

DATE PREPARED

CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE
PROJECT

25-Aug-08
PROJECT NO.

PURPOSE

Rockville Municipal Swim Center

WAI

CLIENT

BUILDING SIZE

City of Rockville

1 of 1

ESTIMATOR

8023 First Cost Estimate
CATEGORY

J. Kramer
CHECKED BY

$24,107.00 Plumbing
DESCRIPTION OF WORK

SHEET

M. Weigand

QUANTITY

SC MATERIAL & LABOR

NO.

UNIT

PER

TOTAL

UNITS

MEAS.

UNIT

COST

PLUMBING FIXTURE UPGRADE

Replace existing water closets with low flow water closets
Replace existing lavatory faucets with low flow faucets
Replace existing urinals with low flow urinals
Replace existing shower heads with low flow shower heads
Replace existing domestic water heaters

each
each
each
each

$591
$680
$461
$97

$21,276
$25,160
$5,532
$4,947

2 each

$15,200

$30,400

36
37
12
51

$87,315

TOTAL

Notes
1

All fixture prices are based upon the cost of American Standard fixtures (from the American Standard website), labor costs from RS
Means 2004 (with a 15% cost of labor increase) and a GC Mark-up of 10%.

2

Domestic water heater prices are a direct quote budget price from an A.O. Smith product representative.
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